
• WAP to find square of 8 bit hex number 

data segment 

m1 db 0ah,0dh,"enter a number:$" 

m2 db 0ah,0dh,"result is:$" 

data ends 

print macro m 

push ax 

push dx 

lea dx,m 

mov ah,09h 

int 21h 

pop dx 

pop ax 

endm 

prg segment 

assume cs:prg, ds:data 

extrn inp:far, dsp:far 

start: mov ax,data 

  mov ds,ax 

  print m1 

  call inp 

  mov al,bl 

  mul bl 

  print m2 

  mov bl,ah 

  call dsp 

  mov bl,al 

  call dsp 

  mov ah,4ch 

  int 21h 

  prg ends 

  end start 

 

 

• WAP to find cube of 8 bit hex number 

data segment 

m1 db 0ah,0dh,"enter a number:$" 

m2 db 0ah,0dh,"result is:$" 

data ends 

print macro m 

push ax 

push dx 



lea dx,m 

mov ah,09h 

int 21h 

pop dx 

pop ax 

endm 

prg segment 

assume cs:prg, ds:data 

extrn inp:far, dsp:far 

start: mov ax,data 

  mov ds, ax 

  print m1 

  call inp 

  mov al,bl 

  mul bl 

  mov bh,00h 

  mul bx 

  print m2 

  mov bl,dh 

  call dsp 

  mov bl,dl 

  call dsp 

  mov bl,ah 

  call dsp 

  mov bl,al 

  call dsp 

  mov ah,4ch 

  int 21h 

  prg ends 

  end start 

 

 

• WAP to convert ASCII number to hex number 

data segment 

ascii db 3bh 

hex db ? 

data ends 

prg segment 

assume cs:prg, ds:data 

start: mov ax,data 

 mov ds,ax 

 mov bl,ascii 

  



  CMP BL,41H 

  JC DN1 

  CMP BL,61H 

  JC DN4 

  SUB BL,06H 

  SUB BL,1AH 

DN4: SUB BL,07H 

DN1: SUB BL,30H 

 MOV HEX,BL 

 

 mov ah,4ch 

 int 21h 

 prg ends 

 end start 

 

• WAP to find average of two numbers 

data segment 

n1 db 06h 

n2 db 08h 

avg db 00h 

data ends 

prg segment 

assume cs:prg, ds:data 

start: mov ax,data 

 mov ds,ax 

 mov al,n1 

 add al,n2 

 mov ah,00 

 mov cl,02 

 div cl 

 mov avg,al 

  

 mov ah,4ch 

 int 21h 

 prg ends 

 end start 

 

• WAP to convert BCD to hex number 

data segment 

bcd dw 0255h 

hex db 00h 

data ends 



prg segment 

assume cs:prg, ds:data 

start: mov ax,data 

 mov ds,ax 

 mov ax,bcd 

 and al,0f0h 

 mov cl,04 

 ror al,cl 

 mov cl,0ah 

 mul cl 

 mov bl,bcd 

 and bl,0fh 

 add al,bl 

 mov hex,al 

 mov ah,4ch 

 int 21h 

 prg ends 

 end start 

 

• WAP to convert HEX number to BCD number 

data segment 

hex db 0FFh 

bcd dw 0000h 

data ends 

prg segment 

assume cs:prg, ds:data 

start: mov ax,data 

 mov ds,ax 

 mov al,hex 

 mov cl,64h 

 mov ah,00 

 div cl 

 mov byte ptr bcd, al 

 mov al,ah 

 mov ah,00 

 mov cl,0ah 

 div cl 

 mov cl,04 

 ror al,cl 

 add al,ah 

 mov byte ptr bcd+1,al 

  

 mov ah,4ch 



 int 21h 

 prg ends 

 end start 

 

  

• WAP to find GCD of two 16 bit hex numbers 

data segment 

m1 db 0ah,0dh,"enter 1st number:$" 

 db ah, dh, e ter nd u ber:$  

 db ah, dh, GCD is:$  

data ends 

print macro m 

push ax 

push dx 

lea dx,m 

mov ah,09h 

int 21h 

pop dx 

pop ax 

endm 

 

prg segment 

assume cs:prg, ds:data 

extrn  inp:far, dsp:far 

start:  mov ax,data 

   mov ds,ax 

   print m1 

   call inp 

   mov ah,bl 

   call inp 

   mov al,bl 

   print m2 

   call inp 

   mov bh,bl 

   call inp 

    

    

 up: cmp ax,bx 

  je dn1 

  jc dn2 

  sub ax,bx 

  jmp up 

dn2: sub bx,ax 



  jmp up 

dn1: print m3 

  mov bl,ah 

  call dsp 

  mov bl,al 

  call dsp 

  mov ah,4ch 

  int 21h 

  prg ends 

  end start 

   

• 16 bit BCD to Hex 

data segment 

bcd dw 0255h 

hex dw 0000h 

data ends 

prg segment 

assume cs:prg, ds:data 

start: mov ax,data 

 mov ds,ax 

 mov al,byte ptr bcd+1 

 and al,0f0h 

 mov cl,04 

 ror al,cl 

 mov ah,00 

 mov cx,03e8h 

 mul cx 

 mov si,1000 

 mov [si],dx 

 mov [si+2],ax 

 mov al,byte ptr bcd+1 

 and al,0fh 

 mov cl,64h 

 mul cl 

 mov [si+4],ax 

 mov al,byte ptr bcd 

 and al,0f0h 

 mov cl,04h 

 ror al,cl 

 mov cl,0ah 

 mul cl 

 mov [si+6],ax 

 mov al,byte ptr bcd 



 and al,0fh 

 mov ah,00 

 add ax,[si+6] 

 add ax,[si+4]  

 add ax,[si+2] 

 add ax,[si] 

 mov hex,ax 

 mov ah,4ch 

 int 21h 

 prg ends 

 end start 

• Palindrome 

data segment 

 db ah, dh, e ter a u ber:$  

 db ah, dh, pali dro e$  

m3 db ah, dh, ot a pali dro e$  

data ends 

print macro m 

push ax 

push dx 

lea dx,m 

mov ah,09h 

int 21h 

pop dx 

pop ax 

endm 

prg segment 

assume cs:prg, ds:fata 

extrn inp:far, dsp:far 

 

start: mov ax, data 

  mov ds, ax 

  print m1 

  call inp 

  mov ah,bl 

  call inp  

  mov al,bl 

  mov cl,04h 

  ror al,cl 

  cmp al,ah 

  je dn1 

  print m3 

  jmp last 



dn1: print  m2 

last: mov ah,4ch 

  int 21h 

  prg ends 

  end start 

• WAP to find factorial of 8-bit number 

data segment 

m1 db 0ah,0dh,"enter a 8-bit numer:$" 

m2 db 0ah, 0dh, "result is:$" 

data ends 

print macro m 

push ax 

push dx 

lea dx, m 

mov ah,09h 

int 21h 

pop dx 

pop ax 

endm 

 

prg segment 

assume cs:prg, ds:data 

extrn inp:far, dsp:far 

start: mov ax,data 

  mov ds,ax 

  print m1 

  call inp 

  mov cl,bl 

  mov ah,00h 

  mov al,01h 

  mov ch,00h 

  print m2 

  cmp cl,02h 

  jc dn 

up: mul cx 

  loop up 

   

• WAP to generate prime numbers 

data segment 

m1 db 0ah, 0dh, "enter a number:$" 

m2 db 0ah, 0dh, "prime numbers are:$" 

m3 db 0ah, 0dh, "$" 



data ends 

print macro m 

push ax 

push dx 

lea dx,m 

mov ah,09h 

int 21h 

pop dx 

pop ax 

endm 

prg segment 

assume cs:prg, ds:data 

extrn inp:far, dsp:far 

start: mov ax,data 

 mov ds,ax 

 print m1 

 call inp 

 mov dl,bl 

 mov dh,00h 

 mov di, 1000h 

 mov bl,01h 

 mov [di], bl 

 inc dh 

 inc di 

 inc bl 

 

gen: mov cl,02h 

up: cmp bl,cl 

  jz dn 

  mov ah,00h 

  mov al,bl 

  div cl 

  cmp ah,00h 

  jz next 

  inc cl 

  jmp up 

dn: mov [di],bl 

  inc dh 

  inc di 

 

 

next: inc bl 

  cmp bl,dl 

  jnz gen 



  mov cl,dh 

  print m2 

  mov di,1000h 

up1: print m3 

  mov bl, [di] 

  call dsp 

  inc di 

  dec cl 

  jnz up1 

  mov ah,4ch 

  int 21h 

  prg ends 

  end start 

 

• WAP to check whether entered number is prime or not 

data segment 

 db ah, dh, e ter a u ber:$  

 db ah, dh, pri e u ber:$  

 db ah, dh, ot a pri e u ber:$  

data ends 

print macro m 

push ax 

push dx 

lea dx,m 

mov ah,09h 

int 21h 

pop dx 

pop ax 

endm 

 

 

prg segment 

assume cs:prg, ds:data 

extrn inp:far, dsp:far 

start: mov ax,data 

  mov ds,ax 

  print m1 

  call inp 

  mov cl,02h 

up: mov al,bl    

  mov ah,00h 

  div cl 



  cmp ah,00h 

  jz dn1 

  inc cl 

  cmp cl,bl 

  jnz up 

  print m2 

   

  jmp last 

dn1: print m3 

last: mov ah,4ch 

  int 21h 

  prg ends 

  end start 

  

 

• WAP to generate Fibanocci numbers 

data segment 

m1 db 0ah, 0dh, "enter a number:$" 

m2 db 0ah, 0dh, "fibanocci numbers:$" 

data ends 

print macro m 

push ax 

push dx 

lea dx,m 

mov ah,09h 

int 21h 

pop dx 

pop ax 

endm 

   

 

 

  mov [di],al 

  sub cl,02h 

up: dec di 

  mov al,[di] 

  inc di 

  mov bl,[di] 

  add al,bl 

  inc di 

  mov [di],al 

  loop up 

  print m2 



  mov di,1000h 

  mov cl,dl 

up1: mov bl,[di] 

  call dsp 

  inc di 

  loop up1 

  mov ah,4ch 

  int 21h 

  prg ends 

  end start 

 

• WAP to find largest number in a given list 

data segment 

m1 db 0ah, 0dh, "enter a number:$" 

m2 db 0ah,0dh, "enter numbers in a list:$" 

m3 db 0ah, 0dh, "largest number is:$" 

data ends 

print macro m 

push ax 

push dx 

lea dx, m 

mov ah,09h 

int 21h 

pop dx 

pop ax 

endm 

prg segment 

assume cs:prg, ds:data 

extrn inp:far, dsp:far 

start: mov ax,data 

  mov ds,ax 

  print m1 

  call inp 

  mov cl,bl 

  mov dl,bl 

  print m2 

  mov si,1000h 

  mov ch,00h 

up:  call inp 

  mov [si], bl 

  inc si 

  loop up 

  mov si,1000h 



  mov cl,dl 

  dec cl 

  mov al,[si] 

 

up1: inc si 

  cmp al,[si] 

  jnc dn 

  mov al,[si] 

dn:  loop up1 

  print m3 

  mov bl,al 

  call dsp 

  mov ah,4ch 

  int 21h 

  prg ends 

  end start 

 

 

• WAP to sort a list in ascending order 

data segment 

m1 db 0ah, 0dh, "enter a number:$" 

m2 db 0ah,0dh, "enter numbers in a list:$" 

m3 db 0ah, 0dh, "ascending ordered list:$" 

data ends 

print macro m 

push ax 

push dx 

lea dx, m 

mov ah,09h 

int 21h 

pop dx 

pop ax 

endm 

 

  

prg segment 

assume cs:prg, ds:data 

extrn inp:far, dsp:far 

start: mov ax,data 

  mov ds,ax 

  print m1 

  call inp 

  mov cl,bl 



  mov dl,bl 

  mov dh,bl 

  print m2 

  mov si,1000h 

  mov ch,00h 

up:  call inp 

  mov [si], bl 

  inc si 

  loop up 

  dec dh 

up2: mov cl,dh 

  mov si,1000h 

up1: mov al,[si] 

  mov bl,[si+01] 

 

 

  cmp al,bl 

  jc dn 

  xchg al,bl 

  mov [si],al 

  mov [si+01],bl 

dn:      inc si 

  loop up1 

  dec dh 

  jnz up2 

  print m3 

  mov si,1000h 

  mov cl,dl 

up3: mov bl,[si] 

  call dsp 

  inc si 

  loop up3 

  mov ah,4ch 

  int 21h 

  prg ends 

  end start 

 

• WAP to separate negative and positive numbers from a given list 

data segment 

m1 db 0ah, 0dh, "enter list size:$" 

m2 db 0ah, 0dh, "enter numbers$" 

m3 db 0ah, 0dh, "positive list$" 



m4 db 0ah, 0dh,"negative list$" 

m5 db 0ah, 0dh, "$" 

list db 100 dup(?) 

plist db 100 dup(?) 

nlist db 100 dup(?) 

data ends 

print macro m 

push ax 

push dx 

lea dx,m 

mov ah,09h 

int 21h 

pop dx 

pop ax 

endm 

 

 

 

prg segment 

assume cs:prg, ds:data 

extrn inp:far, dsp:far 

start: mov ax,data 

  mov ds,ax 

  print m1 

  call inp 

  mov cl,bl 

  mov dl,bl 

  print m2 

  lea si,list 

  mov ch,00h 

 

up:  print m5 

  call inp 

  mov [si],bl 

  inc si 

  loop up 

  lea si, list 

  lea di,plist 

  lea bx,nlist 

  mov cl,dl 

  mov dh,00h 

  mov ah,00h 

  up1: mov al,[si] 

  rcl al,01h 



  jc dn 

  mov al,[si] 

  mov [di],al 

  inc dh 

  inc di 

  jmp dn1 

dn:      mov al,[si] 

  mov [bx],al 

  inc ah 

  inc bx 

dn1: inc si 

  loop up1 

  print m3 

  lea si,plist 

  mov cl,dh 

up2: print m5 

  mov bl,[si] 

  call dsp 

  inc si 

  loop up2 

  print m4 

  lea si,nlist 

  mov cl,ah 

up3: print m5 

  mov bl,[si] 

  call dsp 

  inc si  

  loop up3 

  mov ah,4ch 

  int 21h 

  prg ends 

  end start 

 

• WAP to search a character in a given string(method 1) 

data segment 

m1 db 10,13, "enter the string:$" 

m2 db 10,13, "enter the key:$" 

m3 db 10,13, "the key is found:$" 

m4 db 10,13, "the key is not found:$" 

str db 100(?) 

data ends 

prg segment 



assume cs:prg, ds:data 

print macro m  

push ax 

push dx 

lea dx,m 

mov ah,09h 

int 21h 

pop dx 

pop ax 

endm     

 

start: mov ax,data 

  mov ds,ax 

  mov cx,0000h 

  lea si,str 

  print m1    

up:  mov ah,01h 

  int 21h    

  cmp al,0dh 

  je dn1 

  mov [si],al 

  inc si 

  inc cx 

  jmp up 

 

dn1: print m2   

  mov ah,01h   

  int 21h 

up2: dec si 

  cmp al,[si]   

  je out1 

  loop up2 

  print m4   

  jmp last 

out1: print m3   

last: mov ah,4ch 

  int 21h 

  prg ends 

  end start   

  

 

• WAP to search a character in a given string(method 2) 



data segment 

m1 db 0ah,0dh,"enter a string:$" 

m2 db 0ah,0dh,"enter a key:$" 

m3 db 0ah,0dh,"key is found$" 

m4 db 0ah,0dh,"key is not found$" 

str db 100(?) 

data ends 

print macro m 

push ax 

push dx 

lea dx,m 

mov ah,09h 

int 21h 

pop dx 

pop ax 

endm 

prg segment 

assume cs:prg, ds:data, es:data 

start: mov ax,data 

  mov ds,ax 

  mov es,ax 

  print m1 

  mov cx,0000 

  lea si,str 

up: mov ah,01h 

  int 21h 

  cmp al,0dh 

  je dn 

  mov [si],al 

  inc si 

  inc cx 

  jmp up 

 

dn: lea di,str 

  print m2 

  mov ah,01h 

  int 21h 

  cld 

  repne scasb 

  cmp cx,0000h 

  jz dn1 

up1: print m3 

  jmp last 

dn1: cmp al,[di-1] 



  je up1 

  print m4 

last:    mov ah,4ch 

  int 21h 

  prg ends 

  end start 

 

• To count the occurrence of character in a string 

data segment 

m1 db 0ah,0dh,"enter a string:$" 

m2 db 0ah,0dh,"enter a key:$" 

m3 db 0ah,0dh,"key is found:$" 

m4 db 0ah,0dh,"key is not found$" 

str db 100(?) 

data ends 

print macro m 

push ax 

push dx 

lea dx,m 

mov ah,09h 

int 21h 

pop dx 

pop ax 

endm 

prg segment 

assume cs:prg, ds:data, es:data 

extrn inp:far, dsp:far 

start: mov ax,data 

  mov ds,ax 

  mov es,ax 

  print m1 

  mov cx,0000 

  lea si,str 

up: mov ah,01h 

  int 21h 

  cmp al,0dh 

  je dn 

  mov [si],al 

  inc si 

  inc cx 

  jmp up 

 

dn: lea di,str 



  print m2 

  mov ah,01h 

  int 21h 

  mov ah,00h 

up1: cld 

  repne scasb 

  cmp cx,0000h 

  jz dn1 

  inc ah 

  jmp up1 

 

dn1: cmp al,[di-1] 

  jne  dn2 

  inc ah 

dn2: cmp ah,01h 

  jc dn3 

  print m3 

  mov bl,ah 

  call dsp 

  jmp last 

dn3: print m4 

last:   mov ah,4ch 

  int 21h 

  prg ends 

  end start 

 

• WAP to concatenate two strings  

data segment 

m1 db 0ah,0dh,"enter 1st string:$" 

m2 db 0ah,0dh,"enter 2nd string:$" 

m3 db 0ah,0dh,"concatenated string:$" 

m4 db 0ah,0dh,"$" 

str2 db 100(?) 

str1 db 100(?) 

data ends 

print macro m 

push ax 

push dx 

lea dx,m 

mov ah,09h 

int 21h 

pop dx 



pop ax 

endm 

prg segment 

assume cs:prg, ds:data, es:data 

start: mov ax,data 

  mov ds,ax 

  mov es,ax 

  print m1 

  mov cx,0000 

  lea si,str1 

 

up: mov ah,01h 

  int 21h 

  cmp al,0dh 

  je dn 

  mov [si],al 

  inc si 

  inc cx 

  jmp up 

 

dn:     print m2 

  lea si, str2 

  mov bx,0000h 

up1: mov ah,01h 

  int 21h 

  cmp al,0dh 

  je dn1 

  mov [si],al 

  inc si 

  inc bx 

  jmp up1 

 

 

dn1: lea si,str2 

  lea di,str1 

  print m4 

  add di,cx 

  mov cx,bx 

  cld 

  rep movsb 

  mov byte ptr[di],'$' 

  print m3 

  print str1 

  mov ah,4ch 



  int 21h 

  prg ends 

  end start 

 

 

• WAP to reverse a string and display and check whether the string is palindrome 

data segment 

m1 db 0ah,0dh,"enter a string:$" 

m2 db 0ah,0dh,"reversed string is:$" 

m3 db 0ah,0dh,"string is palindrome:$" 

m4 db 0ah,0dh,"string is not palindrome:$" 

str db 100 dup(?) 

rev db 100 dup(?) 

data ends 

print macro m 

push ax 

push dx 

lea dx,m 

mov ah,09h 

int 21h 

pop dx 

pop ax 

endm 

prg segment 

assume cs:prg, ds:data, es:data 

start: mov ax,data 

  mov ds,ax 

  mov es,ax 

  print m1 

  lea si,str 

  mov cx,0000 

up:  mov ah,01h 

  int 21h 

  cmp al,0dh 

  je dn 

  mov [si],al 

  inc si 

  inc cx 

  jmp up 

 

dn:       mov bx,cx 

  dec si 



  lea di,rev 

up1: mov al,[si] 

  mov [di],al 

  inc di 

  dec si 

  loop up1 

  mov byte ptr [di],'$' 

  print m2 

  print rev 

  

  lea si,str 

  lea di,rev 

  mov cx,bx 

  cld 

  repe cmpsb 

  cmp cx,0000h 

  je dn1 

  print m4 

  jmp last 

dn1: print m3 

last: mov ah,4ch 

  int 21h 

  prg ends 

  end start 

 

• WAP to change case of given string 

data segment 

m1 db 0ah,0dh,"enter a string:$" 

m2 db 0ah,0dh,"case changed string is:$" 

str db 100 dup(?) 

data ends 

print macro m 

push ax 

push dx 

lea dx,m 

mov ah,09h 

int 21h 

pop dx 

pop ax 

endm 

prg segment 

assume cs:prg, ds:data, es:data 



start: mov ax,data 

  mov ds,ax 

  mov es,ax 

  print m1 

  lea si,str 

  mov cx,0000 

up: mov ah,01h 

  int 21h 

  cmp al,0dh 

  je dn 

  mov [si],al 

  inc si 

  inc cx 

  jmp up 

dn:      lea si,str 

up1: mov al,[si] 

  cmp al,'A' 

  jc dn1 

  cmp al,'Z' 

  jnc dn2 

  add al,20h 

  mov [si],al 

  jmp dn1 

dn2: cmp al,'a' 

  jc dn1 

  cmp al,'z' 

  jnc dn1 

  sub al,20h 

  mov [si],al 

 

 

 

dn1: inc si 

  loop up1 

  mov byte ptr[si],'$' 

  lea si,str 

  print m2 

  print str 

  mov ah,4ch 

  int 21h 

  prg ends 

  end start 

 

 



 

 

 



Unit 4 

Interrupts 

 

The Purpose of Interrupts  
 Interrupts are useful when interfacing I/O devices at relatively low data transfer rates, 

such as keyboard inputs 

 Interrupt processing allows the processor to execute other software while the keyboard 

operator is thinking about what to type next.  

 When a key is pressed, the keyboard encoder denounces the switch and puts out one 

pulse that interrupts the microprocessor.  

 

 

Figure 4–1  A time line that indicates interrupt usage in a typical system. 

 

Interrupts  
 Intel processors include two hardware pins (INTR and NMI) that request interrupts. 

 And one hardware pin (INTA) to acknowledge the interrupt requested through INTR.  

 The processor also has software interrupts INT, INTO, INT 3, and BOUND.  

 Flag bits IF (interrupt flag) and TF (trap flag), are also used with the interrupt structure 

and special return instruction IRET. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Interrupt Vectors 
  

 The interrupt vector table is located in the first 1024 bytes of memory at addresses 

00000H–003FFH. It contains 256 different four-byte interrupt vectors 

 An interrupt vector contains the address (segment and offset) of the interrupt service 

procedure. 

 The first five interrupt vectors are identical in all Intel processors 

 Intel reserves the first 32 interrupt vectors 

 The last 224 vectors are user-available 

 Each is four bytes long in real mode and contains the starting address of the interrupt 

service procedure.  

 The first two bytes contain the offset address 

 The last two contain the segment address 

 

Intel Dedicated Interrupts  
 Type 0 

The divide error whenever the result from a division overflows or an attempt is made to 

divide by zero.  

 Type 1 

Single-step or trap occurs after execution of each instruction if the trap (TF) flag bit is 

set. Upon accepting this interrupt, TF bit is cleared so the interrupt service procedure 

executes at full speed  

 Type 2 

The non-maskable interrupt occurs when a logic 1 is placed on the NMI input pin to the 

microprocessor.  Non-maskable—it cannot be disabled 

 Type 3 

A special one-byte instruction (INT 3) that uses this vector to access its interrupt-service 

procedure. Often used to store a breakpoint in a program for debugging 

 

 Type 4 

Overflow is a special vector used with the INTO instruction. The INTO instruction 

interrupts the program if an overflow condition exists. As reflected by the overflow flag 

(OF) 

 Type 5 

The BOUND instruction compares a register with boundaries stored in the memory.  

 

If the contents of the register are greater than or equal to the first word in memory and 



less than or equal to the second word, no interrupt occurs because the contents of the 

register are within bounds.  

o if the contents of the register are out of bound, a type 5 interrupt ensues 

 Type 6 

An invalid opcode interrupt occurs when an undefined opcode is encountered in a 

program. 

 Type 7 

The coprocessor not available interrupt occurs when a coprocessor is not found, as 

dictated by the machine status word (MSW or CR0) coprocessor control bits. If an ESC or 

WAIT instruction executes and no coprocessor is found, a type 7 exception or interrupt 

occurs 

 Type 8 

A double fault interrupt is activated when two separate interrupts occur during the 

same instruction. 

 Type 9 

The coprocessor segment overrun occurs if the ESC instruction (coprocessor opcode) 

memory operand extends beyond offset address FFFFH in real mode. 

 

 

Interrupt Instructions: BOUND, INTO, INT, INT 3, and IRET  
 Five software interrupt instructions are available to the microprocessor: 

 INT and INT 3 are very similar.  

 BOUND and INTO are conditional. 

 IRET is a special interrupt return instruction. 

 BOUND has two operands, and compares a register with two words of memory data.  

 INTO checks or tests the overflow flag (O).  

 If O = 1, INTO calls the procedure whose address is stored in interrupt vector 

type 4  

 If O = 0, INTO performs no operation and the next sequential program 

instruction executes 

 The INT n instruction calls the interrupt service procedure at the address represented in 

vector number n.  

 INT 3 instruction is often used as a breakpoint-interrupt because it is easy to insert a 

one-byte instruction into a program. Breakpoints are often used to debug software 

 The IRET instruction is a special return instruction used to return for both software and 

hardware interrupts. Much like a far RET, it retrieves the return address from the stack. 

 

 



Operation of a Real Mode Interrupt  
When the processor completes executing the current instruction, it determines whether an 

interrupt is active by checking: 

(1) instruction executions 

(2) single-step 

(3) NMI 

(4) Coprocessor segment overrun 

(5) INTR 

(6) INT instructions in the order presented 

If one or more are present: 

1. Flag register contents are pushed on the stack 

2. Interrupt (IF) & trap (TF) flags clear, disabling the INTR pin and trap or single-step 

feature 

3. Contents of the code segment register (CS) are pushed onto the stack 

4. Contents of the instruction pointer (IP) are pushed onto the stack 

5. Interrupt vector contents are fetched and placed into IP and CS so the next instruction 

executes at the interrupt service procedure addressed by the vector 

 

Interrupt Flag Bits  

 
The interrupt flag (IF) and the trap flag (TF) are both cleared after the contents of the flag 

register are stacked during an interrupt. The contents of the flag register and the location of IF 

and TF are shown here  

 when IF is set, it allows the INTR pin to cause an interrupt 

 when IF is cleared, it prevents the INTR pin from causing an interrupt 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 4–4  The flag register.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



4–2  HARDWARE INTERRUPTS  
The two processor hardware interrupt inputs:  

 non-maskable interrupt (NMI) 

 interrupt request (INTR)  

When NMI input is activated, a type 2 interrupt occur because NMI is internally decoded. The 

INTR input must be externally decoded to select a vector. Any interrupt vector can be chosen for 

the INTR pin, but we usually use an interrupt type number between 20H and FFH. Intel has 

reserved interrupts 00H - 1FH for internal and future expansion. INTA is also an interrupt pin on 

the processor. It is an output used in response to INTR input to apply a vector type number to 

the data bus connections D7–D0  

 

 
Figure 4–5  The interrupt pins on all versions of the Intel microprocessor. 

 

The non-maskable interrupt (NMI) is an edge-triggered input that requests an interrupt on the 

positive edge (0-to-1 transition).  

 After a positive edge, the NMI pin must remain logic 1 until recognized by the 

microprocessor 

 Before the positive edge is recognized, NMI pin must be logic 0 for at least two 

clocking periods 

The NMI input is often used for parity errors and other major faults, such as power failures. 

 Power failures are easily detected by monitoring the AC power line and causing 

an NMI interrupt whenever AC power drops out  

Figure 4–6 shows a power failure detection circuit that provides logic 1 to the NMI input 

whenever AC power is interrupted. 



 

Figure 4–6  A power failure detection circuit. 

 

 In this circuit, an optical isolator provides isolation from the AC power line.  

 The interrupt service procedure stores the contents of all internal registers and 

other data into a battery-backed-up memory. 

 This assumes the PC power supply has a large enough filter capacitor to provide 

energy for at least 75 ms after the AC power ceases. 

 
 Diodes are used to switch supply voltages from the DC power supply to the 

battery  

 When DC power fails, the battery provides a reduced voltage to the VCC 

connection on the memory device.  

 Most memory devices will retain data with 

VCC voltages as low as 1.5 V, so the battery voltage does not need to be +5.0 V.  

 

 

Figure 4–7  A battery-backed-up memory system using a NiCad, lithium, or gel cell. 

 

 

 

 



INTR and INTA 

 The interrupt request input (INTR) is level-sensitive, which means that it must be held at 

a logic 1 level until it is recognized.  

 INTR is set by an external event and cleared inside the interrupt service procedure  

 INTR is automatically disabled once accepted. 

 Re-enabled by IRET at the end of the interrupt service procedure 

 The processor responds to INTR by pulsing INTA output in anticipation of receiving an 

interrupt vector type number on data bus connections D7–D0.  

 Fig 4–8 shows the timing diagram for the INTR and  pins of the microprocessor.  

 Two INTA pulses generated by the system insert the vector type number on the data bus. 

 Fig4–9 shows a circuit to apply interrupt vector type number FFH to the data bus in 

response to an INTR.  

 

 
Figure 4–8  The timing of the INTR input and INTA  output.   
 
 

 
 
Figure 4–9  A simple method for generating interrupt vector type number FFH in response to 

INTR. 

 



Making INTR Input Edge-Triggered  

 INTR input can be converted to an edge-triggered input by using a D-type flip-flop, 

as illustrated in Figure 4–11.  

 Clock input becomes an edge-triggered interrupt request input, and the clear input is used 

to clear the request when the INTA signal is output by the microprocessor.  

 The RESET signal initially clears the flip-flop so that no interrupt is requested when the 

system is first powered. 

 

 

 

Figure 4–11  Converting INTR into an edge-triggered interrupt request input. 
 

 

 



Unit 5: 8086 Interfacing 
 
 

8255 Programmable Peripheral Interface and Interfacing 
 
 The 8255 is a widely used, programmable parallel I/O device. It can be programmed to 

transfer data under various conditions, from simple I/O to interrupt I/O. It is flexible, versatile 

and economical (when multiple I/O ports are required). It is an important general purpose I/O 

device that can be used with almost any microprocessor. 

 The 8255 has 24 I/O pins that can be grouped primarily into two 8 bit parallel ports: 

A and B, with the remaining 8 bits as Port C. The 8 bits of port C can be used as 

individual bits or be grouped into two 4 bit ports : CUpper (CU) and CLower (CL). The 

functions of these ports are defined by writing a control word in the control register. 

 8255 can be used in two modes: Bit set/Reset (BSR) mode and I/O mode. The BSR 

mode is used to set or reset the bits in port C. The I/O mode is further divided into 3 

modes: mode 0, mode 1 and mode 2. In mode 0, all ports function as simple I/O ports. 

Mode 1 is a handshake mode whereby Port A and/or Port B use bits from Port C as 

handshake signals. In the handshake mode, two types of I/O data transfer can be 

implemented: status check and interrupt. In mode 2, Port A can be set up for 

bidirectional data transfer using handshake signals from Port C, and Port B can be set up 

either in mode 0 or mode 1. 

 

 

Pin Configuration of 8255 



 

Block Diagram of 8255 

 



 

BSR Mode of 8255 

6.1.3 I/O Modes of 8255 

 

Mode 0 : Simple Input or Output 

In this mode, Port A and Port B are used as two simple 8-bit I/O ports and Port C as two 

4-bit I/O ports. Each port (or half-port, in case of Port C) can be programmed to function 

as simply an input port or an output port. The input/output features in mode 0 are : 

Outputs are latched, Inputs are not latched. Ports do not have handshake or interrupt 

capability. 

 

Mode 1 : Input or Output with handshake 

In mode 1, handshake signals are exchanged between the microprocessor and peripherals 

prior to data transfer. The ports (A and B) function as 8-bit I/O ports. They can be 

configured either as input or output ports. Each port (Port A and Port B) uses 3 lines from 

port C as handshake signals. The remaining two lines of port C can be used for simple 

I/O functions. Input and output data are latched and Interrupt logic is supported. 

Mode 2 : Bidirectional Data Transfer 

This mode is used primarily in applications such as data transfer between the two 

computers or floppy disk controller interface. Port A can be configured as the 

bidirectional port and Port B either in mode 0 or mode 1. Port A uses five signals from 

Port C as handshake signals for data transfer. The remaining three lines from Port C can be used 

either as simple I/O or as handshake signals for Port B. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 
 

data segment 

table db 77h,7Bh,7Dh,7Eh, 

       0B7h,0BBh,0BDh, 

       0BEh,0D7h,0DBh, 

       0DDh,0DEh,0E7h, 

       0EBh,0EDh,0EEh 

data ends 

prg segment 

assume cs:prg, ds:data  

start: mov ax,data  

  mov ds,ax  

  mov dx,0FFFFh 

  mov al,8Bh 

  out dx,al  

  call keybrd  

  NOP 

; Program will continue with other tasks 

; 8086 procedure keybrd  

;returns the code for key in AL, AH=00 

;if there is an error then it returns AH=01 

 Keybrd proc near 

   push bx  

   push cx  



   push dx  

   pushf  

; send 0’s to all rows 

   mov al,00h 

   mov dx,0FFF9h 

   out dx,al  

;read columns to see if all keys open 

   mov dx,0FFFBh 

wait_open:   in al,dx  

   and al,0fh 

cmp al,0fh 

 jne wait_open  

;read columns to see if a key is pressed 

wait_press: in al,dx  

 and al,0fh 

 cmp al,0fh 

 je wait_press  

;debounce keypress  

 mov cx,16EAh 

delay: loop delay 

 in al,dx  

 and al,0fh 

 cmp al,0fh 

 jne wait_press  

 mov al,0FEh 

 mov cl,al  

next_row: mov dx,0FFF9h 

  out dx,al  

  mov dx,0FFFBh 

  in al,dx  

  and al,0fh 

  cmp al,0fh 

  jne encode 

  rol cl,01 

  mov al,cl 

  jmp next_row  

encode: mov dx,000Fh 

  in al,dx  

try_next: cmp al, table[bx] 

  je done 



  dec bx  

  jns try_next  

    

mov ah,01 

  jmp exit 

done: mov al,bl  

  mov ah,00 

exit: popf  

  pop dx  

  pop cx  

  pop bx  

ret 

keybrd endp  

prg ends 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Interfacing Alphanumeric displays 

 

 
 



 
 
data segment 

baseaddr equ 0dc00h 

porta equ 0dc00h 

portb equ 0dc01h 

portc equ 0dc02h 

cwr equ 0dc03h 

table db 3fh,06h,5bh,4fh…….. 
data ends 

prg segment 

assume cs:prg, ds:dara  

start: mov ax,data  

mov ds,ax  

mov al,80h 

mov dx,cwr  

out dx,al  

again:   mov cx,0006h 

  mov bl,0BFh 

  mov bh,00h 

next:  mov dx,porta  

  mov al,bl  

  out dx,al  

  mov al,bh 

  mov dx,portb  

  out dx,al  

  call delay 



  inc bh 

  ror al,01h 

  loop next 

  mov ah,0bh 

  int 21h 

  or al,al  

  jz again 

mov ah,4ch 

int 21h 

delay proc near 

push bx  

push cx  

mov bx,0ffffh 

up:mov cx,0fffh 

here:loop here 

dec bx  

jnz up 

pop cx  

pop bx  

ret  

delay endp  

prg ends 

end start 

 

 

 

Interfacing a microcomputer to a stepper motor 

 

 8.3 Introduction  

The stepping motor is a device which can transfer the incoming pulses to stepping motion of 

a predetermined angular displacement. By using suitable control circuitry, the angular 

displacement can be made proportional to the number of pulses. Using microcomputer, one 

can have better control of the angular displacement resolution and angular speed of a 

stepping motor. Stepping motors are suitable for translating digital inputs into mechanical 

motion. In general, there are three types of stepping motor: VR (Variable Reluctance) 

stepping motors Hybrid stepping motors PM (Permanent Magnet) stepping motors  

8.4 Theory of operation  

Stepper motors operate differently from normal DC motors, which simply spin when 

voltage is applied to their terminals. Stepper motors, on the other hand, effectively have 

multiple "toothed" electromagnets arranged around a central metal gear, as shown in 

Fig. 

 



  

  

 
Fig. 8.2 Unipolar 4-Phase (or bipolar 2 phase) stepper motor having six terminals 

 

To make the motor shaft turn, first one electromagnet is given power, which makes the gear's 

teeth magnetically attracted to the electromagnet's teeth. When the gear's teeth are thus aligned 

to the first electromagnet, they are slightly offset from the next electromagnet. So, when the 

next electromagnet is turned on and the first is turned off, the gear rotates slightly to align with 

the next one, and from there the process is repeated. Each of those slight rotations is called a 

"step." In that way, the motor can be turned a precise angle. There are two basic arrangements 

for the electromagnetic coils: bipolar and unipolar. We will experiment on a unipolar 4-phase 

six wire stepper motor. The step angle for each step depends on the number of teethes on the 

rotor and pole faces. Stepper motors are mostly Hybrid type. In this experiment we will use a 

hybrid stepper motor with full step angle of 1.8
0
 and half step angle of 0.9

0
. 

 

Single-phase excitation 



The stepping position will be 00,1.80, 3.60, ....... 358.20, total 200 steps in one round. 

 

 
8.4.2 Two-phase excitation  

The stepping positions will be 0.90, 2.70, 4.50, ..... 359.10, total 200 steps in one round. 

 

 
8.4.3 Single-phase and two-phase excitations combined  

The stepping positions will be 00, 0.90, 1.80, 2.70, 3.60, 4.50, ...............358.20, 359.10, 

total 400 steps in one round. Since stepping motor makes step-by-step movement and 

each step is equidistant, the rotor and stator magnetic field must be synchronous. During 

start-up and stopping, the two fields may not be synchronous, so it is suggested to slowly 

accelerate and decelerate the stepping motor during the start-up or stopping period. 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8.4.4 Hardware Interface  

To run a stepper motor from a microprocessor trainer (microcomputer), we need a parallel 

port interface. Here we will be using Intel 8255 PPI (programmable peripheral interface) 

that has three 8-bit ports configurable in few modes. The 8255 has one control port where 

one can send the control word for configuring the 8255 ports (For details see 8255 data 

sheet). In this application, one port of 8255 should be configured as output port for stepper 

motor control signals to pass through. Upper 4-bits of Port A of the odd addressed 8255 

are connected to the stepper motor circuitry. 

 

 

 
 

Program: 

 
data segment 



baseaddr equ 0dc00h 

porta equ 0dc00h 

portb equ 0dc01h 

portc equ 0dc02h 

cwr equ 0dc03h 

data ends 

prg segment 

assume cs:prg,ds:data 

start:mov ax,data 

mov ds,ax 

mov al,80h 

mov dx,cwr 

out dx,al 

again:mov cx,00c8h 

mov dx,porta 

mov al,33H 

up:out dx,al 

call delay 

ror al,01h 

loop up 

mov cx,0064h 

up2:rol al,01h 

out dx,al 

call delay 

loop up2 

mov ah,0bh 

int 21h 

or al,al 

jz again 

mov ah,4ch 

int 21h 

delay proc near 

push bx 

push cx 

mov bx,0ffffh 

up1:mov cx,3ffeh 

here:loop here 

dec bx 

jnz up1 

pop cx 

pop bx 

ret 

delay endp 

prg ends 

end start 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Unit 6- 8086 based multiprocessing systems 

 
Introduction 

8087 was the first math coprocessor for 16-bit processors designed by Intel. 

It was built to pair with 8086 and 8088. The purpose of 8087 was to speed up the computations 

involving floating point calculations. Addition, subtraction, multiplication and division of simple 

numbers is not the coprocessor’s job. It does all the calculations involving floating point 

numbers like scientific calculations and algebraic functions. 

 By having a coprocessor, which performs all the calculations, it can free up a lot of 

CPU’s time. This would allow the CPU to focus all of its resources on the other functions it has 

to perform. This increases the overall speed and performance of the entire system. 

This coprocessor introduced about 60 new instructions available to the programmer. 

All the mnemonics begin with “F” to differentiate them from the standard 8086 instructions. 
For e.g.: in contrast to ADD/MUL, 8087 provide FADD/FMUL. 

 

Math coprocessor is also called as: 

Numeric Processor Extension (NPX) 

Numeric Data Processor (NDP) 

Floating Point Unit (FPU) 

 

Pin Diagram of 8087 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Interfacing of 8086 and 8087 

 Multiplexed address-data bus lines are connected directly from 8086 to 8087. 

 The status lines and the queue status lines are connected directly from 8086 to 8087. 

 The Request/Grant (RQ/GT0 and RQ/GT1) signals of 8087 are connected to RQ/GT0 and 

RQ/GT1 of 8086. 

 BUSY signal of 8087 is connected to TEST pin of 8086. 

 

Different Data Representation of 8087 

 

 IEEE single-precision floating-point numbers  

 
  

 To make the hardware design of the math processors much easier and less transistor 

consuming, the exponent part is added to a constant of 7F H(127).  

 This is referred to as a biased exponent.  

 Conversion from real to floating point involves the following steps.  

 The real number is converted to its binary form.  

 The binary number is represented in scientific form:  

0 l.xxxx E yyyy  

 Bit 31 is either 0 for positive or 1 for negative.  

 The exponent portion, yyyy, is added to 7F to get the biased exponent, which is placed in 

bits 23 to 30.  



 The significand, xxxx, is placed in bits 22 to 0.  

 

Convert 9.75 to single-precision floating point 

 9.75 

= 1001.11 

=1x2
3
+ 0x2

2
+ 0x2

1
+ 1x2

0
 . 1x2

-1
+ 1x2

-2 

= 1.00111 E 3 

Sign bit, 31st bit = 0 

Exponent bits, bits 30 to 23 = 3+7F = 82 = 1000 0010 

Significant bits, bits 22 to 0 = 0011 1 rest fill with 0s 

all together: 

0 1000 0010 0011 1000 00…00 

0100 0001 0001 1100 0000 0000 0000 0000 

  4   1   1 C       0     0      0     0 

 

 

Different data directives 

 There are different directives to define the different data types of the coprocessor.  

 They are as follows:  

 DW (Define word) for word integer  

 DD (Define double word) for short real (single precision) & for short integer  

 DQ (Define quad word) for long real (double precision) & for long integer  

 DT (Define ten bytes) for packed decimal & for temporary real  

 

  

Architecture of 8087 

 

 



 

The internal structure of 8087 coprocessor is divided into two major sections: 

 Control Unit (CU) 

 Numerical Execution Unit (NEU) 

8087 coprocessor is designed to operate with 8086 microprocessor. The microprocessor and 

coprocessor  can execute their respective instructions simultaneously. Microprocessor interprets 

and executes the normal instruction set and the coprocessor interprets and executes only the 

coprocessor instructions. All the coprocessor instructions are ESC instructions, i.e. they start with 

“F”. 
 

Control Unit (CU) 

 It interfaces coprocessor to the microprocessor system bus. 

 It also synchronize the operation of the coprocessor and the microprocessor. 

 This unit has a Control Word, Status Word and Data Buffer. 

 If an instruction is ESC instruction, then coprocessor executes it. 

 If not, then microprocessor executes. 

Numeric Execution Unit (NEU) 

 This unit is responsible for executing all coprocessor instructions. 

 It has an 8 register stack that holds the operands for instructions and result of instructions. 

 The stack contains 8 registers that are 80-bits wide. 

Numeric data is transferred inside the coprocessor in two parts: 

 64-bit mantissa bus 

 16-bit exponent bus 

Status Register 

 
 

 



Status Register tells the overall status of 8087 coprocessor. 

 It is a 16-bit register. 

 It is accessed by executing the FSTSW instruction. 

 This instruction stores the contents of status register into memory. 

 Once the status is stored in memory, the bit positions of the status register can be 

examined. 

Busy: It indicates that the coprocessor is busy executing the task. 

Condition Codes (C0-C3): They indicate various conditions about the coprocessor. 

Top of Stack: It indicates a register as top of stack register, out of the eight stack registers. 

Exception Flag: It is set if any of the exception flag bits (SF, PR, UF, OF, ZD, DN, IO) are set. 

Status Register 

Stack Fault: It is not available in 8087. It is active only in 80387  and above. 

Precision: It indicates that the result has exceeded the selected precision. 

Underflow: It tells if the result is too small to fit in a register. 

Overflow: It tells if the result is too large to fit in a register. 

Status Register 

Zero Divide: It indicates that you try to divide a non-zero value by zero. 

Denormalized: The operand is not normalized. 

Invalid Operation: It indicates an invalid operation. For e.g.: pushing more than eight items 

onto the stack, attempting to pop an item off an empty stack or taking the square root of a 

negative number. 

 

Control Register 

 

 

 



 Control Register controls the operating modes of 8087. 

 It is also a 16-bit register. 

 It performs rounding control and precision control. 

 It is also used to do masking and unmasking of the exception bits that correspond to the 

rightmost six bits of the status register. 

 FLDCW instruction is used to load the value into control register. 

Rounding Control: It determines the type of rounding or truncating to be done. 

Precision Control: It sets the precision of the result. 

Exception Masks: It determines that whether an error effects the exception bits in the status 

register. 

 If it is one, then the corresponding error is ignored. 

 If it is zero and the corresponding error occurs, then it generates an interrupt, and 

the corresponding bit in status register is set. 

  

Tag Register 

 
 Tag Register is used to indicate the contents of each register in the stack. 

 There are total 8 tags (Tag 0 to Tag 7) in this register and each tag uses 2 bits to represent 

a value. 

 Therefore, it is a 16-bit register. 

 

80x87 registers 

  

 There are only 8 general-purpose registers in the 80x87.  

 Rather than having different-size registers for different-size operands, all the registers of 

the 8087 are 80 bits wide.  

 Every time the 8087 loads an operand, it automatically converts it to this 80-bit format.  

 This gives uniformity to the registers and makes programming, as well as 8087 hardware 

design, much easier.  

 Although these 8 registers have been numbered from 0 to 7, they are accessed like a 

stack, meaning that a last-in-first-out policy is used.  

 At any given time, the top of the stack is referred to as ST(0), or simply ST, and all other 

registers, regardless of their number, are referred to according to their positions compared 

to the top of the stack, ST 

 

 

 

 



80x87 Assembly code and registers 

 All 80x87 mnemonics start with the letter “ f ” to distinguish them from 80x86 
instructions.  

 2. The 80x87 must be initialized to make sure that the top of the stack will be register 

number 7.  

 3. Whenever a register is not identified specifically, ST [which is ST(0)] is assumed 

automatically.  

 4. ST(0) is the top of the stack, ST(1) is one register below that, and ST(2) is two 

registers below ST(0), and so on. In other words, for register ST(m), the number in 

parentheses, m, has nothing to do with the register number.  

 

How the 8086 and 8087 work together 

•  Each gets a copy of the instructions as they are fetched from memory.  

• Since all the instructions of the 8087 have 9BH in the most significant byte of the 

opcode, the 8088/86 ignores these instructions.  

• In reality, 9BH is the opcode for the 8088/86 ESCAPE instruction.  

• Likewise, the 8087 ignores any opcode that lacks 9BH.  

• It must be made clear that although both receive a copy of each fetched opcode, only the 

8088/86 can fetch opcodes since it is the only device that has the instruction pointer.  

• Now one might ask how the 8088/86 makes sure it is not flooding the 8087 by fetching 

instructions for the coprocessor faster than the 8087 can process them.  

• The first rule of working together is that the 8088/86 cannot fetch another 8087 

instruction until the 8087 has finished execution of the present instruction.  

• This is especially critical since the 8088 can fetch memory in 4 clocks, while some 8087 

instructions take over 100 clocks to execute.  

• It is the job of the assembler to put a WAIT instruction between two consecutive 8087 

instructions.  

• In addition, when the 8087 is executing an instruction, it activates the BUSY pin 

automatically by putting high on it. 

• This pin is connected to the TEST pin of the 8088/86. 

   

• Next, the 8088/86 fetches the next instruction, which is a WAIT instruction that has been 

inserted by the assembler, and executes it, thereby going into an internal loop while 

continuously monitoring the TEST input pin to see when this pin goes low.  

• Although the 8088/86 fetches opcodes for the 8087, it cannot fetch operands for the 8087 

because the 8088/86 has no knowledge of the nature of 8087 operands since it does not 

execute 8087 instructions.   

 

 Reading an operand by the coprocessor 
•  Assume that the 8087 needs to read an operand. When the 8088/86 initiates the operand 

read cycle, the 8087 grabs the 20-bit address and saves it internally.  

• If the operand is a single word (like a word integer), the read cycle has been initiated and 

the word will come into both processors.  

• Only the 8087 will use the data; the 8088/86 will ignore it. However, if the operand is 32 

bits or longer, the 8087 will take over the buses by sending a low pulse on its RQ/GTO to 

the RQ/GT1 of the 8088/86  



 

• The 8088/86 in turn will send back a low pulse through the same pin, thereby allowing 

the 8087 to take over the buses.  

• Remember, RQ/GT is a bidirectional bus.  

• When the 8087 takes over the buses, it will use them until it brings in the last byte of the 

operand.  

• It is only then that by activating RQ/GT (making it low), control of the buses is given 

back to the 8088/86.  

• For example, in the case of a DT operand, the 8087 has control over the buses for the 

time needed to fetch all 10 bytes and then it gives back the buses. 

 

 

Writing an operand by the coprocessor 

•  In the case of writing an operand by the coprocessor (e.g., FST data), the 8088/86 

initiates the write cycle, but the 8087 ignores it since the 8086 does not have the operand.  

• This is called a dummy cycle.  

• All the 8087 does during the dummy cycle is grab the address of the first memory 

location where the operand is to be stored and keep it until the data is ready, and then it 

requests the use of the buses by activating the RQ/GT pin.  

• From then on, the process is the same as the read cycle, meaning that it will use the buses 

until it writes the last byte of the operand.  

• However, One case where the programmer must get involved is when the result of an 

operation performed by the 8087 needs to be used by the 8088/86.  

• The programmer must ensure that this result is available before the 8088/86 uses it.  

• This is done by putting an FWAIT instruction in between the 8087 instruction and the 

subsequent 8088/86 instruction, which needs to use the result.  

 

 

How 8087 uses its registers 

 

 



 

Instruction Set of 8087 

(refer class notes) 

1. Data Transfer Instructions.  

2. Arithmetic Instructions.  

3. Comparison Instructions.  

4. Transcendental Operations.  

5. Constant Operations.  

6. Coprocessor Control Operations. 

 

 

 

WAP to calculate the area of a circle 

 
data segment 

rad dd 2.34, 5.66, 9.33, 234.5, 5.23, 23.4 

area dd 5 dup(?) 

data ends 

 

prg segment 

assume cs:prg, ds:data 

start: mov ax,data 

  mov ds,ax 

  mov si, 0000h 

  mov di,0000h 

  mov cx,0005h 

main:             FLD  rad[si] 

  FMUL rad[si] 

  FLDPI  

  FMULP ST(1), ST 

  FSTP area[di] 

     

  inc si 

  inc di 

  loop main 

  mov ah,4ch 

  int 21h 

  prg ends 

  end start 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

WAP to find resonant frequency 
 

DATA SEGMENT 

RESO  DD  ? 

L1  DD 0.000001 

C1  DD 0.000001 

TWO DD 2.0 

DATA ENDS 

PRG SEGMENT 

ASSUME CS:PRG, DS:DATA 

START:  MOV AX, DATA 

   MOV DS,AX 

   FINIT 

   FLD  L1 

   FMUL  C1 

   FSQRT 

   FMUL  TWO 

   FLDPI 

   FMULP ST(1), ST 

   FLD1 

   FDIVRP  ST(1), ST 

   FSTP RESO 

   MOV AH,4CH 

   INT 21H 

   PRG ENDS 

   END START 

 

 

 

   

WAP to find the roots using the quadratic equation 

 

 

DATA SEGMENT 

B1 DD ? 

A1 DD ? 

C1 DD ? 

TEMP DD ? 

TWO DD 2.0 

FOUR DD 4.0 

ROOT1 DD ? 

ROOT2 DD ? 

DATA ENDS 

PRG SEGMENT 

ASSUME CS:PRG, DS:DATA 



START:  MOV AX, DATA 

   MOV DS, AX 

   FLD B1  

   FMUL B1 

   FLD A1 

   FMUL FOUR 

   FMUL C1 

   FSUBP  ST(1), ST  

   FSQRT 

   FLD A1 

   FMUL TWO 

   FDIV ST(1), ST 

   FLD B1 

   FCHS 

   FDIVRP  ST(1), ST  

   FST TEMP 

   FSUB ST, ST(1) 

   FSTP ROOT1 

   FADD TEMP 

   FSTP ROOT2 

   MOV AH,4CH 

   INT 21H 

   PRG ENDS 

   END START  

 

    

    

 

 

 



Unit 7 

System Bus Structure  

BASIC 8086 CONFIGURATION 

Pins and Signals
8086 Microprocessor

Common signals

AD0-AD15 (Bidirectional)

Address/Data bus

Low order address bus; these are
multiplexed with data.

When AD lines are used to transmit
memory address the symbol A is used
instead of AD, for example A0-A15.

When data are transmitted over AD lines
the symbol D is used in place of AD, for
example D0-D7, D8-D15 or D0-D15.

A16/S3, A17/S4, A18/S5, A19/S6

High order address bus. These are
multiplexed with status signals

3

Pins and Signals
8086 Microprocessor

Common signals

BHE (Active Low)/S7 (Output)  

Bus High Enable/Status 

It is used to enable data onto the most
significant half of data bus, D8-D15. 8-bit
device connected to upper half of the
data bus use BHE (Active Low) signal. It
is multiplexed with status signal S7.

MN/ MX  

MINIMUM / MAXIMUM 

This pin signal indicates what mode the
processor is to operate in.

RD (Read) (Active Low) 

The signal is used for read operation. 
It is an output signal. 
It is active when low.

4

 



Pins and Signals
8086 Microprocessor

Common signals

READY 

This is the acknowledgement from the
slow device or memory that they have
completed the data transfer.

The signal made available by the devices
is synchronized by the 8284A clock
generator to provide ready input to the
8086.

The signal is active high.
1

Pins and Signals
8086 Microprocessor Common signals

RESET (Input)

Causes the processor to immediately
terminate its present activity.

The signal must be active HIGH for at
least four clock cycles.

CLK

The clock input provides the basic timing
for processor operation and bus control
activity. Its an asymmetric square wave
with 33% duty cycle.

INTR Interrupt Request  

This is a triggered input. This is sampled
during the last clock cycles of each
instruction to determine the availability
of the request. If any interrupt request is
pending, the processor enters the
interrupt acknowledge cycle.

This signal is active high and internally
synchronized. 6

 

 

 



Pins and Signals
8086 Microprocessor

Min/ Max Pins

The 8086 microprocessor can work in two
modes of operations : Minimum mode and
Maximum mode.

In the minimum mode of operation the
microprocessor do not associate with any
co-processors and can not be used for
multiprocessor systems.

In the maximum mode the 8086 can work
in multi-processor or co-processor
configuration.

Minimum or maximum mode operations
are decided by the pin MN/ MX(Active low).

When this pin is high 8086 operates in
minimum mode otherwise it operates in
Maximum mode.

7

8086 Microprocessor

(Data Transmit/ Receive) Output signal from the 
processor to control the direction of data flow 
through the data transceivers

(Data Enable) Output signal from the processor 
used as out put enable for the transceivers

ALE (Address Latch Enable) Used to demultiplex the 
address and data lines using external latches

Used to differentiate memory access and I/O 
access. For memory reference instructions, it is 
high. For IN and OUT instructions, it is low. 

Write control signal; asserted low Whenever 
processor writes data to memory or I/O port

(Interrupt Acknowledge) When the interrupt 
request is accepted by the processor, the output is 
low on this line.

Minimum mode signals

8

 



UNIT II Instruction set for 8088/8086 microprocessors 
 

1- Data transfer instructions. 

2-ALU instructions. 

3-Shift and rotate instructions. 

4-Program control and subroutines instructions. 

5-Miscallenous instructions. 

 

 

Data transfer instructions. 
 

In 8088/8086 the data transfer or data movement instructions are : 

 MOV 

 IN/OUT 

 LEA, LAHF, LDS, LES 

 MOV OFFSET 

 XLAT 

 PUSH and  POP 

 String instructions 

 MOV 

 MOV instrucion has the following syntax: 

 MOV dst,src ;  

 

 The following criteria's should be applied wherever MOV is used : 

1- dst and src must be the same size. 

2- dst must NOT be immediate value. 

3- dst and src cant be segment registers at the same time. 

4- dst and src cant be memory at the same time except with MOVS instruction. 

 

Example 1 : 

Knowing that,  

DS=2042H. SI=500H, AX=214E, MOV [SI],AX ; 

 



 

Do’s and Don'ts  
 
Some special cases : 

Case 1 : MOV CS,anything; DONT ( if you transfer to CS problems occur since CS contains the 

program code) 

Case 2 : MOV Segment, anything ; DO if anything does not equal segment register 

Case 3 : MOV segment,segemnt; DO NOT 

Case 4: MOV mem,mem; DON'T, memory to memory is not allowed except with MOVS 

 

IN/OUT 
These two instructions are used to read from a device. 

 

IN instruction syntax: 

IN AL,port address; (port <=255) AL or AX can be used only. 

Or 

IN AL,DX; only DX can be used here 

 

IN is used to read from input device in separate I/O mode. 

 

 
 

Example 2:  

 

IN AL,KEYBOARD; true 

But, 

ADD AL,KEYBOARD; false 

 

IN AL,60H; true, means read from  

Device at address 60H 

 

 

 



Example 3 : 

The serial port is at 03F8H(>255), read a byte from the serial port. 

 

Since 03F8H>255  

MOV DX,03F8H 

IN AL,DX 

 
 

Example 4 : 

Define the DISPLAY device at 2430H and read a byte from it. 

DISPLAY EQU 2430H 

MOV DX,DISPLAY 

IN AL,DX 

 

 
 

 

 

 



OUT instruction 

Syntax: 

 
OUT port address, AL  ;  can be AX or AL 

OUT DX,AL    ; Just holds for DX 

 

Example 5: 

Send char ‘A’ to the printer at 03A0H. 
MOV DX,03A0H 

MOV AL,’A’ 
OUT DX,AL 

 

LEA 
LEA stands for load effective address, it loads a 16 bit register with the offset address of the data 

specified by the operand. 

 

Syntax : 

LEA dst,src   ; dst stores the address of src 

 

Fill the array AR1 with ‘*’   

  
 

 

 

 



Fill the array AR1 with ‘*’ 
 

.org 300 

.data 

AR1 DB 20 DUP(?) 

LEA SI,AR1 

MOV CX,20; 

LP : MOV [SI],’*’ 
INC SI 

LOOP LP 

 

                          

 

 

LDS: Load register and DS with words from memory 

 
EX:   LDS BX, [1234H] 

   LDS SI, STRING1 

 

LES:  Load register and DS with words from memory 

 
EX:   LES BX, [789AH] 

   LES DI, [BX] 

 

LAHF:copy lower byte of flag register to AH 

MOV OFFSET is Same as LEA  
 

Syntax : 

 

MOV dst,OFFSET src; store the address of src into dst. 

 

XLAT 

 XLAT called translate instruction, the operation of XLAT is changing the value of AL 

with the memory pointed to by (AL+BX) 

 More clearly the XLAT instruction converts the content of register AL, using a table.  Its 

beginning address is contained in register BX. The content of register AL is interpreted as 

a relative address in the table.  

 XLAT is the only instruction that adds 8 bit number to 16 bit number! 

 

 XLAT never Affects the flags.. 

 

Example 7: 

Suppose  that a seven segment LED display lookup table is stored in memory at address TABLE, 

now XLAT can use this table to translate the BCD number in AL to a seven segment code also in 

AL. 



 
 

Let TABLE =1000H,DS=1000H,  

First , obtain the look up table. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The code for the operation of converting is very simple using XLAT 
 

TABLE DB 3FH,06H,5BH,4FH,66H,6DH,7DH,27H,7FH,6FH 

MOV AL,SOME_BCD_VALUE 

MOV BX,OFFSET TABLE 

XLAT 

 

 

 

3FH 0 

06H 1 

5BH 2 

4FH 3 

66H 4 

6DH 5 

7DH 6 

27H 7 

7FH 8 

6FH 9 

 g f e d c b a x0 x1 x2 x3  

 0 1  1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0  

 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0  

 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0  

 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0  

 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 0  

 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0  

 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 0  

 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0  

 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1  

 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1  



For example take 06H(6 BCD) for the initial value of AL,after translation AL contains 7DH, see 

the figures  in the next slide. 

TABLE  

DB 3FH,06H,5BH 

DB4FH,66H,6DH 

DB 7DH,27H,7FH,6FH 

MOV AL,06H 

MOV BX,OFFSET TABLE 

XLAT 

 

 
 

Example 8: 

Write code to read the input key from port (60H) and output the value to a 7-segemnt display at 

80H. 

KEYS EQU 60H; 

DISPLAY EQU 80H; 

TABLE DB3FH,06H,5BH,4FH,66H,6DH,7DH,27H,7FH,6FH 

LEA BX,TABLE; 

IN AL,KEYS; 

XLAT 

OUT DISPLAY,AL 

 

 

 



Stack instructions(PUSH and POP) 
Both are important to store and retrieve data from the LIFO structure (stack),  

 

PUSH instruction :  
In 8088 and  8086 PUSH always transfer 2 bytes  of data to the stack. 

It has the following syntax : 

PUSH src;  src could be any 2 byte register or memory location or immediate value 

How does PUSH executes? 

Simply when we push 2 bytes of data to the stack, the most significant byte is stored in stack 

segment pointed to by SP-2, and the least significant to location pointed by SP-1,see the 

following example,  

 

Example 9 : 

 let AX=31F2H,SP=100H,SS=2000H; 

CX=FFFFH ,BX=413AH 

 

PUSH AX 

 

 
 

Example  10: 

 

Assume SP=100H,SS=2000H 

AX=31F2H,BX=413AH,CX=FFFFH. 

We will see the changes in the stack after executing the following sentences : 

PUSH AX 

PUSH BX 

POP CX 

POP AX 

 

 

 

 



 

Example 11: 

Write code to reverse string using stack operations. 

 

STR DB ‘HELLO’,00H ; 
REVSTR DB 256 DUP(?) 

MOV CX,0; count number of bytes 

LEA SI,STR; 

LEA DI,REVSTR 

 

NEXT-CHAR : 

MOV AL,[SI] 

CMP AL,00 

JE NEXT 

PUSH AX ;only care about AL 

INC CX; 

JMP NEXT-CHAR 

 

NEXT: 

CMP CX,00; check if cx =0 or the string is null 

JE DONE-REV 

POP AX 

MOV [DI],AL 

INC DI 

DEC CX; 

JMP NEXT 

DONE-REV: MOV [DI],00; to terminate with null 

 

 

String Instructions: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

String 
instructions 

MOVS 

MOVSB MOVSW 

LODS 

LODSB LODSW 

STOS 

STOSB STOSW 



MOVS  

 MOVSB :  
 

 Copy byte at DS:[SI] to ES:[DI]. Update SI and DI. 

Note that MOVS instruction deals with SI in the data segment and DI in the extra 

segment.  

 DS:[SI] - ES:[DI] 

 

 if DF = 0 then    (DF is D flag) 

SI = SI + 1  

DI = DI + 1  

 else  

SI = SI - 1  

DI = DI - 1  

 

Using REP instruction with string instructions 
MOV CX,100 

REP MOVSB 

How does the above code executes? 

{ 

IF (Dflag==0) 

{ 

Memory[DI]----memory[SI]  

SI++;DI++; 

} 

else(If D flag==1) 

{ 

SI--; DI –-; 

} 

CX--; 

} 

IF(CX!=0) repeat the instruction, otherwise then next one 

 

CLD 

MOV CX,100 

REP MOVSB  

 

; is same as: 

MOV CX,100; 

LP:MOV AL,[SI] 

MOV [DI],AL 

INC SI 

INC DI 

LOOP LP 

 

 



MOVSW 
 MOVSW  

 Copy word at DS:[SI] to ES:[DI]. Update SI and DI. 

same as MOVSB except we move a word not a byte, see what happens to SI and DI. 

 DS:[SI] - ES:[DI] 

 

 if DF = 0 then 

o SI = SI + 2  

o DI = DI + 2  

 else  

o SI = SI - 2 

o DI = DI - 2  

 

Example 12: 

Copy 1000 bytes from location STR1 to STR2,Both are in data segment. 
LEA SI,STR1 

LEA DI, STR2 

MOV AX,DS 

MOV ES,AX 

MOV CX,1000; 

CLD 

REP MOVSB 

 

Example 13: 

Copy 500 words from physical address 0800:200 to physical address 4000:0300,use string 

instructions. 

MOV DS,0800H 

MOV ES,4000H 

MOV SI,0200H 

MOV DI,0300H 

CLD 

MOV CX,500 

REP MOVSW 

 

 

REPE/REPZ/REPNE/REPNZ 
 Repeat string instruction until specified condition exist 

 REPE/REPZ is used with compare string instruction or with scan string instruction. 

 It will cause the string instruction to be repeated as long as compared bytes or words are 

equal and cx is not zero. 

 Stops the repetition when cx=0 or string bytes or words not equal.  

 REPNE/REPNZ causes the string instruction to be repeated until the compared bytes or 

words are equal or cx=0. 

 

 

 



CMPS/CMPSB/CMPSW 
Compare string bytes or words 

EXAMPLE: 

MOV SI, OFFSET FIRST_STRING 

 MOV DI, OFFSET SECONF_STRING 

 CLD 

 MOV CX, 100 

 REPE CMPSB 

 

STOSB and STOSW 
For STOSB Store byte in AL into ES:[DI]. Update DI 

For STOSW Store word in AX into ES:[DI]. Update DI. 

How STOSB executes? 

ES:[DI] = AL 

 

if DF = 0 then  

DI = DI + 1  

else  

DI = DI - 1  

And STOSW executes the same as STOSB but DI is incremented or decremented by 2 

LODSB and LODSW 

For LODSB   this is how it is done 

AL = DS:[SI] 

 

if D = 0 then  

SI = SI + 1  

else  

SI = SI – 1 

And LODSW is the same except that SI is changed by 2  

 

SCAS/SCASB/SCASW 

 
Scan a string byte or a string word 

SCAS compares a byte in al or word in ax with a byte or word pointed to by DI in ES. 

 

 

EXAMPLE: 

Scan a text string of 80 characters for a carriage  

return, ODH. 

solution: 

MOV DI, OFFSET TEXT_STRING 

MOV AL, 0DH 

MOV CX,80 

CLD 

REPNE SCAS TEXT_STRING 



 

Note: Mention the string name for  

MOVS,STOS,LODS,SCAS,CMPS Instructions to tell  the assembler that the specified string 

name is of byte or word. 

EX: REP MOVSB 

 

Review of data movement instructions: 

 

MOV operand1,operand2 
Copy operand2 to operand1  

 

The MOV instruction cannot:  

 set the value of the CS and IP registers.  

 copy value of one segment register to another segment register (should copy to general 

register first).  

 Transfer instructions never affect the flags 

 LEA and MOV OFFSET do the same operation, they load the address of one memory 

location to a register. 

 XLAT copies the memory location addressed by [AL+BX] to AL. 

 PUSH and POP are used to store and to read from the stack, both cant deal with 8 bits 

register, just use 16 bits. 

 

String instructions are : MOVSB,MOVSW,STOSB,STOSW,LODSB,LODSW. 

 The are used for moving or storing or loading a whole byte or a whole word at a time, 

they shrink the code to minimal size at most problems 

 Only MOVS can move data from memory to memory locations 

 

Arithmetic and Logical Instructions 
Arithmetic Instructions 

 

 



Logical Instructions: 

 

 
Arithmetic Instructions: 
The arithmetic instructions include 

 Addition 

 Subtraction 

 Multiplication 

 Division 

Data formats 

 Unsigned binary bytes  

 Signed binary bytes  

 Unsigned binary words 

 Signed binary words 

 ASCII numbers 

 

 
 



Addition Instructions: ADD, ADC, INC, AAA, DAA 

 

 
 

 

EXAMPLE: 

Assume that the AX and BX registers contain 110016 and 0ABC16, respectively. What is 

the result of executing the instruction ADD AX, BX? 

Solution: 

 

 (BX)+(AX)= 0ABC16 + 110016=1BBC16 

 

The sum ends up in destination register AX. That is 

 

 (AX) = 1BBC16 

EXAMPLE: 

The original contents of AX, BL, word-size memory location SUM, and carry flag (CF) 

are 123416, AB16, 00CD16, and 016, respectively. Describe the results of executing the 

following sequence of instruction? 

                     ADD AX, [SUM] 

                     ADC BL, 05H 

                     INC WORD PTR [SUM] 

Solution: 

(AX)    (AX)+(SUM) = 123416 + 00CD16 =130116 

(BL)    (BL)+imm8+(CF) = AB16 + 516+016 = B016 

(SUM)      (SUM)+ 116 = 00CD16 + 116 = 00CE16 

 

EXAMPLE: 

What is the result of executing the following instruction sequence? 

  ADD AL, BL 

  AAA 

Assuming that AL contains 3216 (ASCII code for 2) and BL contains 3416 (ASCII code 4), 

and that AH has been cleared 

Solution: 

 (AL)       (AL)+(BL)= 3216 + 3416=6616 

The result after the AAA instruction is 



 (AL) = 0616 

 (AH) = 0016 

with both AF and CF remain cleared 

 

EXAMPLE: 

Perform a 32-bit binary add operation on the contents of the processor’s register. 
Solution: 

(DX,CX)           (DX,CX)+(BX,AX) 

(DX,CX) = FEDCBA9816 

(BX,AX) = 0123456716 

MOV DX, 0FEDCH 

MOV CX, 0BA98H 

MOV BX, 0123H 

MOV AX, 4567H 

ADD CX, AX 

ADC DX, BX ;    Add with carry 

 

Subtraction Instructions: SUB, SBB, DEC, AAS, DAS, and NEG 

 
EXAMPLE: 

Assuming that the contents of register BX and CX are 123416 and 012316, respectively, 

and the carry flag is 0, what is the result of executing the instruction SBB BX, CX? 

Solution: 

  (BX)-(CX)-(CF)     (BX) 

We get 

  (BX) = 123416 – 012316 – 016 

         = 111116 

  the carry flag remains cleared 

EXAMPLE: 

Assuming that the register BX contains 003A16, what is the result of executing the 

following instruction? 

   NEG BX 



Solution: 

(BX) = 000016-(BX)=000016+2’complement of 003A16 

 = 000016+FFC616 

 = FFC616 

Since no carry is generated in this add operation, the carry flag is complemented to give 

(CF) = 1 

 

EXAMPLE: 

Perform a 32-bit binary subtraction for variable X and Y 

Solution: 

mov  ax, word ptr [x] 

mov bx, word ptr[y] 

sub ax,bx 

mov cx, word ptr[x+2] 

mov dx, word ptr[y+2] 

sbb cx,dx 

  

Multiplication Instructions: MUL, DIV, IMUL, IDIV, AAM, AAD, CBW, and CWD 

 
 

 

 

Multiplication Instructions: MUL, DIV, IMUL, IDIV, AAM, AAD, CBW, and CWD 

 
 



 EXAMPLE: 

The 2’s-complement signed data contents of AL are –1 and that of CL are –2. What result 

is produced in AX by executing the following instruction? 

  MUL CL and IMUL CL 

Solution: 

(AL) = -1 (as 2’s complement) = 111111112 = FF16 

(CL) = -2 (as 2’s complement) = 111111102 = FE16 

Executing the MUL instruction gives 

(AX) =  

Executing the IMUL instruction gives 

(AX) = -116 x -216 = 216 = 000216 

 

EXAMPLE: 

What is the result of executing the following instructions? 

   MOV AL, 0A1H 

   CBW 

   CWD 

Solution: 

 (AL) = A116 = 101000012 

Executing the CBW instruction extends the MSB of AL 

 (AH) = 111111112 = FF16  

or (AX) = 11111111101000012 

Executing the CWD instruction, we get 

 (DX) = 11111111111111112 = FFFF16 

That is, (AX) = FFA116 (DX) = FFFF16 

 

Logic Instructions 
The logic instructions include 

 AND 

 OR 

 XOR (Exclusive-OR) 

 NOT 

 

 
 

EXAMPLE: 

Describe the results of executing the following instructions? 

  MOV AL, 01010101B 



  AND AL, 00011111B 

  OR   AL, 11000000B 

  XOR AL, 00001111B 

  NOT AL 

Solution: 

(AL)=010101012  000111112= 000101012=1516 

Executing the OR instruction, we get 

(AL)= 000101012 +110000002= 110101012=D516 

Executing the XOR instruction, we get 

(AL)= 110101012  000011112= 110110102=DA16 

Executing the NOT instruction, we get 

(AL)= (NOT)110110102 = 001001012=2516 

 

Shift Instructions 
Shift instructions: SHL, SHR, SAL, SAR 

 
 

Shift instructions: SHL, SHR, SAL, SAR 

 

EXAMPLE: 

Assume that CL contains 0216 and AX contains 091A16. 

Determine the new contents of AX and the carry flag after the instruction SAR AX, CL is 

executed 

Solution: 

(AX)=00000010010001102=024616  

 

and the carry flag is (CF)=12 

EXAMPLE: 

Isolate the bit B3 of the byte at the offset address CONTROL_FLAGS. 

Solution: 

MOV AL, [CONTROL_FLAGS] 

MOV CL, 04H 

SHR AL, CL 

Executing the instructions, we get 

(AL)=0000B7B6B5B4 and (CF)=B3 



  

 

 
 

 
 

     

 
 



Rotate Instructions 
Rotate instructions: ROL, ROR, RCL, RCR 

 

 
Rotate instructions: ROL, ROR, RCL, RCR 

 

 
 

  
 



 
 

EXAMPLE: 

What is the result in BX and CF after execution of the following instructions? 

  RCR BX, CL 

 Assume that, prior to execution of the instruction, (CL)=0416, (BX)=123416, and 

(CF)=0 

Solution: 

The original contents of BX are 

 (BX) = 00010010001101002 = 123416 

Execution of the RCR command causes a 4-bit 

rotate right through carry to take place on the data 

in BX, the results are 

 (BX) = 10000001001000112 = 812316 

 (CF) = 02 

 

EXAMPLE: 

Disassembly and addition of 2 hexadecimal digits stored as a byte in memory. 

Solution: 

MOV AL, [HEX_DIGITS] 

MOV BL, AL 

MOV CL, 04H 

ROR BL, CL 

AND AL, 0FH 

AND BL, 0FH 

ADD AL, BL 

 

Processor Control Instructions 

 



Program Transfer Instructions 

 

 
 

Machine control and miscellaneous instructions 
HLT: Stops fetching and executing instructions. 

    only way to come out of halt state are 

     1. Interrupt signal on INTR pin 

     2. Interrupt signal on NMI pin 

     3.  Reset signal on the RESET input 

WAIT:  8086 enters an idle condition where it is doing no processing. 

       only way to come out of wait state are 

     1. A signal on TEST input pin     

     2. Interrupt signal on INTR pin 

     3. Interrupt signal on NMI pin 

   

 

ESC:  

Passes instructions to a coprocessor such as the 8087 math coprocessor. 

Both the processors shares the address and data bus. 

Instructions for the coprocessor are represented by 6-bit code embedded in the escape 

instruction. 

 

LOCK: 

In a multiprocessor system each microprocessor has its own local buses and memory. 

System bus connects individual microprocessors to access system resources. 

The LOCK prefix makes sure that another processor does not take control of the system bus 

while another microprocessor is in the middle of a critical instruction. 

LOCK prefix is put in front of the critical instruction 



 

NOP: (No Operation) 

 No operation is performed except fetch and decode. 

 It takes three clock cycles to execute the instruction 

 does not affect the flag bits 

 Used to fill in time delays. 

 

Assembler directives 
 Instructions which are not part of the instruction set. 

 instructions to the assembler, linker and loader. 

 These are also referred as Pseudo-operations 

 They do not generate any executable machine code. 

 They act during the assembly of a program.  

ALIGN: 

It forces the assembler to align the next segment at an  address divisible by specified divisor. 

Format: ALIGN number 

EX: ALIGN 8 

 Forces assembler to align the next segment   

 at an address divisible by 8. The assembler  

 fills the unused bytes with 0 for data and  

 NOP instructions for code. 

 

ASSUME: 

 It tells the assembler what addresses will be in the segment registers at execution time. 

Ex: ASSUME CS: code, DS: data 

 

.CODE: Shortcut definition of the code segment 

 

.DATA: Shortcut definition of the data segment 

 

DB, DW, DD, DQ, DT: Used to define different types of variables. 

Ex:  Amount db 10h, 20h, 30h, 40h 

 

DUP: Used to initialize several locations with same value 

Ex: Array db 10 dup(10h) 

END: Put after the last statement of a program to indicate the assembler, end of the program 

module. 

EQU: Used to redefine a data name or variable with another data name, variable or immediate 

value. 

EVEN: Tells the assembler to advance location counter to next data item or label aligned on 

even address. 

Ex: EVEN lookup DW 10 DUP(00) 

EXTRN: Informs the assembler that names or labels following the directive are in some other 

assembly module. 

 

 



GROUP: 

LABEL: 

ORG: 

MACRO and ENDM: 

OFFSET:  Tells the assembler to determine offset or displacement of a named data item from 

start of the segment. 

PROC and ENDP 

PUBLIC 

SEGMENT and ENDS 

 

WAP to multiply two 8-bit hex numbers 

data segment 

n1 db 12h 

n2 db 34h 

res dw ? 

data ends 

prg segment 

assume cs:prg, ds:data 

start:mov ax,data 

  mov ds,ax 

  mov al,n1  

  mov cl,n2 

  mul cl ;ax=al*cl 

  mov word ptr res,ax 

  mov ah,4ch  

  int 21h 

  prg ends 

  end start 

 

 

WAP to multiply two 16-bit numbers using IO procedure 

data segment 

m1 db 0ah,0dh, “enter the first number:$” 

m2 db 0ah,0dh, “enter 2nd
 number:$” 

m3 db 0ah,0dh,” result is:$” 

data ends 

print macro m 

push ax 

push dx 

lea dx,m 

mov ah,09h 

int 21h 

pop dx 

pop ax 

endm 

 



 

 

prg segment 

assume cs:prg, ds:data 

extrn inp:far, dsp:far 

start:mov ax,data 

  mov ds,ax 

  print m1 

  call inp 

  mov ah,bl 

  call inp 

  mov al,bl 

  print m2 

  call inp 

  mov bh,bl 

  call inp 

  mul bx  ;dx ax= ax*bx 

 

print m3 

mov bl,dh 

call dsp 

mov bl,dl 

call dsp 

mov bl,ah 

call dsp 

mov bl,al 

call dsp 

mov ah,4ch 

int 21h 

prg ends 

end start 

 

Divide two 8-bit numbers 

data segment 

m1 db 0ah,0dh, “enter 8-bit dividend:$” 

m2 db 0ah,0dh, “enter 8-bit divisor:$” 

m3 db 0ah,0dh, “Quotient is:$” 

m4 db 0ah, 0dh, “remainder is:$” 

data ends 

print macro m 

  push ax 

  push dx 

  lea dx,m 

  mov ah,09h 

  int 21h 

  pop dx 



  pop ax 

  endm 

prg segment 

assume cs:prg, ds:data 

extrn inp:far, dsp:far 

start: mov ax,data 

  mov ds,ax 

  print m1 

  call inp 

  mov al,bl 

print m2 

call inp 

mov ah,00h 

div bl 

print m3 

mov bl,al 

call dsp 

print m4 

mov bl,ah 

call dsp 

mov ah,4ch 

int 21h 

prg ends 

end start 

 

Divide two 16-bit numbers 

DATA SEGMENT  

   NUM1 DW 4567H 

   NUM2 DW 4111H  

 QUO  DW ? 

 REM  DW ?  

DATA ENDS  

CODE SEGMENT  

 ASSUME CS:CODE,DS:DATA  

START:    MOV AX,DATA  

         MOV DS,AX  

   MOV  AX, WORD PTR NUM1 

   MOV  BX, WORD PTR NUM2 

   MOV DX,0000H 

   DIV BX 

   MOV WORD PTR QUO, AX 

   MOV WORD PTR REM, DX 

   MOV AH,4CH  

          INT 21H  

CODE ENDS  

END  START 



WAP to multiply two signed numbers -2 and 1  

DATA SEGMENT  

   NUM DW  -2,1  

   PROD DW ?  

DATA ENDS  

CODE SEGMENT  

     ASSUME CS:CODE,DS:DATA  

     START:  MOV AX,DATA  

                   MOV DS,AX  

                 LEA SI,NUM         ; SI pointed to the Multiplicand  

                  MOV AX,[SI]      ; Multiplicand has to be in AX register  

                 MOV BX,[SI+2]     ; SI+2  pointed to the Multiplier and move it to BX  

                  IMUL BX                ; Perform the sign multiplication using sign                

                                        ;Multiplication operator (IMUL)   

                 MOV PROD,AX     ; 32 bit product stored in DX-AX registers  

                 MOV PROD+2,DX  

                 MOV AH,4CH  

                 INT 21H  

CODE ENDS  

END START 

 

Procedures and Macros 
Procedures 

 Group of instructions to be used several times to perform same function. 

 Procedures can be called in a main program using CALL instruction and returns to the 

main program using RET. 

 Procedures are written and assembled as separate program modules and stored in 

memory. 

 Two types of CALL and RET instructions are far and near. 

 

  

Far and Near  

FAR: 

 contents of CS and IP are pushed in stack. 

 The segment base address of procedure is loaded in CS and effective address in IP. 

 The values of CS and IP are poped after execution of RET instn. 

 

NEAR: 

 contents of only IP are pushed in stack. 

 The effective address is loaded in IP. 

 The values of IP is poped after execution of RET instn. 

 

Macro 

 Macro is a small group of instructions enclosed by the assembler directives MACRO and 

ENDM. 

 Macros are identified by name and usually defined at the start of program. 



 The assembler will insert the defined group of instructions in place of the call. 

 The assembler generates machine codes for the group of instructions defined as macro 

whenever it is called in the program. 

  

Comparison of Procedure and Macro  

Procedure 

 Accessed by CALL and RET mechanism during execution. 

 Machine code for instructions are stored in memory once. 

 Parameters are passed in registers, memory location or stack. 

Macro 

 Accessed during assembly with name given to macro when defined. 

 Machine codes are generated for instructions in the macro each time it is called. 

 Parameters are passed as part of statement which calls macro. 

 

Modular Programming 
The assembler and Linker 

 The assembler program converts a symbolic source module (file) into a 

hexadecimal object file 

 Source file are created using Work Bench, an editor  that comes with the 

assembler, or by almost any other word processor or editor capable of 

generating an ASCII file 

The linker program 

 Reads the object files, created by the assembler program, and links them 

into a single execution file (.EXE) 

PUBLIC and EXTRN 

 PUBLIC is used to declare that labels of code, data, or entire segments are 

available to other program modules 

 EXTRN (external) is used to declare that labels are external to a module 

 

Using The Keyboard and Video Display  

 
The keyboard of PC is read via a DOS function call 

There are three ways to read the keyboard : 

 reads a key and echoes (or displays) the key on the video screen 

 simply tests to see if a key is pressed-if it is, the function reads the 

key;otherwise, it returns without any key 

 allows an entire character line to be read from the keyboard 

 

 

Reading a Key with an Echo 

Example 7-15 shows how a key is read from the keyboard and echoed (sent) back 

out to the video display using a procedure called KEY 

Reading a Key without an Echo 

Example 7-16 shows a procedure that uses function number 06H to read the 

keyboard 



Read an Entire Line with an Echo 

Use one function call (number 0AH). This function reads an entire line of 

information-up to 255 characters-from the keyboard (see Example 7-17 ) 

 
 

 

 
 



 
 



 
 

 

 

Writing to the Video Display with DOS Functions 

 Use functions 02H or 06H for displaying one character at a time or function 09H for 

displaying an entire string of characters (see Example 7-18 and 7-19 

 Using BIOS Video Function Calls at INT 10H (see Table 7-4 and Example 7-20) 

 



 

 
 



 
 

 



Unit I- Introduction to 8086 Microprocessor 
 

Architecture of 8086 

 

The architecture of 8086 includes  

Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) 

Flag register 

General purpose registers 

Instruction byte queue 

Segment registers  

Control circuitry 

 

 

Architecture Diagram 

 

 
EU & BIU 

 

 The 8086 CPU logic has been partitioned into two functional units namely Bus 

Interface Unit (BIU) and Execution Unit (EU)  

 The major reason for this separation is to increase the processing speed of the 

processor 

 The BIU has to interact with memory and input and output devices in fetching the 

instructions and data required by the EU  

 EU is responsible for executing the instructions of the programs and to carry out the 

required processing  



 
 

Execution Unit 

The Execution Unit (EU) has  

 Control unit 

 Instruction decoder 

 Arithmetic and Logical Unit (ALU) 

 General registers 

 Flag register 

 Pointers 

 Index registers  

Execution Unit 

 Control unit is responsible for the co-ordination of all other units of the processor  

 ALU performs various arithmetic and logical operations over the data 

 The instruction decoder translates the instructions fetched from the memory into a 

series of actions that are carried out by the EU  

 Execution Unit - Registers 

 General registers are used for temporary storage and manipulation of data and 

instructions  

 Accumulator register consists of two 8-bit registers AL and AH, which can be 

combined together and used as a 16-bit register AX  

 Accumulator can be used for I/O operations and string manipulation 

Execution Unit - Registers 

 Base register consists of two 8-bit registers BL and BH, which can be combined 

together and used as a 16-bit register BX  

 BX register usually contains a data pointer used for based, based indexed or register 

indirect addressing  

 Count register consists of two 8-bit registers CL and CH, which can be combined 

together and used as a 16-bit register CX  

 Count register can be used as a counter in string manipulation and shift/rotate 

instructions 

 Execution Unit - Registers 

 Data register consists of two 8-bit registers DL and DH, which can be combined 

together and used as a 16-bit register DX  

 Data register can be used as a port number in I/O operations 



 In integer 32-bit multiply and divide instruction the DX register contains high-order 

word of the initial or resulting number  

 

Execution Unit – Registers 

           
Execution Unit – Flags 

 

 
 

 Overflow Flag (OF) - set if the result is too large positive number, or is too small 

negative number to fit into destination operand  

 Direction Flag (DF) - if set then string manipulation instructions will auto-decrement 

index registers. If cleared then the index registers will be auto-incremented  

 Interrupt-enable Flag (IF) - setting this bit enables maskable interrupts  



 Single-step Flag (TF) - if set then single-step interrupt will occur after the next 

instruction 

 Execution Unit - Flags 

 Sign Flag (SF) - set if the most significant bit of the result is set.  

 Zero Flag (ZF) - set if the result is zero.  

 Auxiliary carry Flag (AF) - set if there was a carry from or borrow to bits 0-3 in the 

AL register.  

 Parity Flag (PF) - set if parity (the number of "1" bits) in the low-order byte of the 

result is even.  

 Carry Flag (CF) - set if there was a carry from or borrow to the most significant bit 

during last result calculation  

 

 
 

 

 

 

Execution Unit – Pointers 

 
 Execution Unit - Pointers 

 Stack Pointer (SP) is a 16-bit register pointing to program stack  

 Base Pointer (BP) is a 16-bit register pointing to data in stack segment. BP register is 

usually used for based, based indexed or register indirect addressing.  

 Source Index (SI) is a 16-bit register. SI is used for indexed, based indexed and 

register indirect addressing, as well as a source data addresses in string manipulation 

instructions.  



 Destination Index (DI) is a 16-bit register. DI is used for indexed, based indexed and 

register indirect addressing, as well as a destination data addresses in string 

manipulation instructions.  

 

 
 

Default and Alternate register assignments 

Types of 

memory 

Reference  

Default 

segment  

Alternate 

segment  

Offset  

Instruction 

fetch  

CS  None  IP 

Stack 

operation  

SS  None  SP, BP  

General data  DS  CS, ES, SS  Effective address 

String source  DS  CS, ES, SS  SI  

String 

destination  

ES  None  DI  

BX used as 

pointer  

DS  CS, ES, SS  Effective address 

BP used as 

pointer  

SS  CS, ES, SS  Effective address 



 

 

 

Bus Interface Unit 

 
The BIU has  

 Instruction stream byte queue 

 A set of segment registers 

 Instruction pointer  

 

BIU – Instruction Byte Queue 
 8086 instructions vary from 1 to 6 bytes 

 Therefore fetch and execution are taking place concurrently in order to improve the 

performance of the microprocessor 

 The BIU feeds the instruction stream to the execution unit through a 6 byte prefetch 

queue 

 This prefetch queue can be considered as a form of loosely coupled pipelining 

 Execution and decoding of certain instructions do not require the use of buses  

 While such instructions are executed, the BIU fetches up to six instruction bytes for 

the following instructions (the subsequent instructions) 

 The BIU store these prefetched bytes in a first-in-first out register by name instruction 

byte queue. 

 When the EU is ready for its next instruction, it simply reads the instruction byte(s) 

for the instruction from the queue in BIU 

 

Segment: Offset Notation 

 
 The total addressable memory size is 1MB  

 Most of the processor instructions use 16-bit pointers,  the processor can effectively 

address only 64 KB of memory. 

 To access memory outside of 64 KB the CPU uses special segment registers to 

specify where the code, stack and data 64 KB segments are positioned within 1 MB 

of memory  

 

Segment Registers 
The memory of 8086 is divided into 4 segments namely  

 Code segment (program memory) 

 Data segment (data memory) 

 Stack memory (stack segment)  

 Extra memory (extra segment)  

 

 

 

 

 



Different Areas in Memory 
 Program memory – Program can be located anywhere in memory 

 Data memory – The processor can access data in any one out of 4 available segments  

 Stack memory – A stack is a section of the memory set aside to store addresses and  

   data while a subprogram executes  

 Extra segment – This segment is also similar to data memory where additional data 

may be stored and maintained  

 

Segment Registers 
 Code Segment (CS) register is a 16-bit register containing address of 64 KB segment 

with processor instructions 

 The processor uses CS segment for all accesses to instructions referenced by 

instruction pointer (IP) register  

 Stack Segment (SS) register is a 16-bit register containing address of 64KB segment 

with program stack 

 By default, the processor assumes that all data referenced by the stack pointer (SP) 

and base pointer (BP) registers is located in the stack segment  

 Segment Registers 

 Data Segment (DS) register is a 16-bit register containing address of 64KB segment 

with program data 

 By default, the processor assumes that all data referenced by general registers (AX, 

BX, CX, DX) and index register (SI, DI) is located in the data segment  

 Extra Segment (ES) register is a 16-bit register containing address of 64KB segment, 

usually with program data 

 By default, the processor assumes that the DI register references the ES segment in 

string manipulation instructions  

 

Segment Registers 

 

 
 

 

 



Pin Diagram 

 

 

Memory Segmentation 
Two types of Memory organization 

 Linear addressing 

 Segmented addressing 

 

Rules for memory segmentation 

 The 4 segments can overlap for small programs. 

 The segment can begin at any memory address which is divisible by 16(10H). 

 

Advantages of Memory Segmentation: 

 

 It allows the memory addressing capacity to be 1 Mbyte even though the address 

associated with individual instruction is only 16-bit. 

 It allows instruction code, data, stack and portion of program to be more than 64KB 

long using more than 1 code, data, stack and extra segment. 

 It facilitates use of separate memory areas for program, data and stack. 

 It permits a program or its dta to be put in different areas of memory, each time the 

program is executed. 

 

 

 



Generation of 20-bit address: 

 
CS= 348AH    

IP= 4214H 

shift content of segment register by 4 position to the left by inserting 4 zero bits or multiply 

by 16(10H). 

Physical address= 38AB4 H 

 

 

Addressing Modes 
 

Data Addressing Modes: 
 

Fig.3.1 illustrates the MOV instruction and defines the direction of data flow 

 

 
Fig.3.2 shows all possible data variations of the data-addressing modes using the MOV 

instruction. 

 

Register adressing:      

MOV CX,DX        

Immediate addressing:       

MOV AL,22H        

Direct addressing:      
MOV CL,[0000H] 

Base-plus-index adressing:   
MOV [BX+DI], CL  

 

 



Register relative addressing:   
MOV AX,[BX+4]  

Base relative-plus-index addressing:    
MOV AX,ARRAY[BX+DI]  or  MOV AX,[BX+DI+4] 

Scaled-index addressing:      
MOV DX,[AX+4*BX] 

 

 
 

Register Addressing 
 It is the most common form and is the easiest to apply 

 Microprocessor contains 8-bit, 16-bit registers 

     Never mix an 8-bit register with a 16-bit register, because this results in an error    

     when assembled 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 3.1 shows many variations of register move instructions 

 

 
 

Fig.3.3 shows the operation of the  MOV BX,CX instruction 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Example 3.1 shows a sequence of assembled instructions that copy various data between 8-, 

16-, and 32-bit registers 

 
 

Immediate Addressing 
The term immediate implies that the data immediately follow the hexadecimal opcode in the 

memory 

 Immediate are constant data 

 The MOV immediate instruction transfers a copy of the immediate data into a 

register or a memory location 

Fig.3.4 shows the source data (sometimes preceded by #) overwrite the destination data 

 The instruction copies the 13456H into register AX 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 



Direct Data Addressing 
There two basic forms of direct data addressing: 

 direct addressing, which applies to a MOV bet-ween a memory location and 

AL, AX or EAX 

 displacement addressing, which applies to almost any instruction in the 

instruction set 

Direct Addressing: MOV AL,[0000] (Fig.3.5) 

 

 
 

Table 3.3 lists the three direct addressed instruction 

 
 



 A MOV instruction is 3-byte long instruction 

Displacement Addressing: MOV CL,DATA 

 almost identical with direct addressing except that the instruction is four bytes 

wide  

 

Register Indirect Addressing 
It allows data to be addressed at any memory location through an offset address held in 

any of the following register: BP, BX, DI, and SI 

MOV AX,[BX]    

 
 

 Data segment is used by default with register indirect addressing or any other 

addressing mode that uses BP, DI, or SI to address memory 

 If register BP addresses memory, the stack segment is used by default 

 Sometimes, indirect addressing requires specifying the size of the data with 

the special assembler directive BYTE PTR, WORD PTR or DWORD PTR 

 These indicate the size of the memory data addressed by the memory pointer 

(PTR) 

 Indirect addressing allows a program to refer to a tabular data located in the 

memory system (Fig.3.7 & Example 3.6) 



 
 

 

 

 
 

Base-Plus-Index Addressing 
It indirectly addresses memory data 

 In 8086 - 80286, this use a base register (BP or BX, holds the beginning 

location of a memory array) and an index register (DI or SI, ) to indirectly 

addresses memory 

 

 



 

Figure 3.8 shows the sample instruction of locating data with this scheme 

 

 
The major use of this type of addressing is to address elements in a memory array 

 Fig.3.9 shows the use of BX (base) and DI (index) to access an element in an 

array of data) 

 Study Table 3.6 and Example 3.7 as well 

 

 
 

 



 
 

 

 
 

Register Relative Addressing 

 
 In its, the data in a segment of memory are addressed by adding the displacement to 

the contents of a base ro and index register (BP, BX, DI, or SI) 

 Fig.3.10 shows the operation of the MOV AX,[BX+ 1000H] instruction 

 The displacement can be a number added to the register within the [ ], as in 

MOV AL,[DI+2], or it can be a displacement substracted from the register, as 

in MOV AL,[SI-1] 



 It is possible to address array data with register relative addressing such as one 

does with base-plus-index addressing 

 See Fig.3.11 and study the example 3.8 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 



Base Relative-Plus-Index Addressing 
 This mode often addresses a two-dimension-al array of memory data 

 It is the least-used addressing mode (i.e., too complex for frequent use in a program) 

 Fig.3.12 shows how the instruction MOV AX, [BX+SI+100H] 

 Addressing arrays with base relative-plus-index addressing 

 the displacement addresses the file 

 the base register addresses a record 

 the index register addresses an element of a record 

 Study Example 3.9 and Fig.3.13 

 

 
 

 



Data Structures 
 A data structure is used to specify how information is stored in a memory array; it can be 

quite useful with application that use arrays 

o The start of a structure is identified with the STRUC directive and ended with the 

ENDS 

o See Example 3.11 

 When data are addressed in a structure, use the structure name and the field name to se-

lect a field from the structure (Example 3.12) 

 

 
 

 

Program Memory-Addressing Modes 
Program memory-addressing modes (JMP and CALL) consist of three distinct forms: direct, 

relative, and indirect 

 Direct Program Memory Addressing 

 The instructions store the address with the op-code 

 See Fig.3.14 

 It is called a far jump because it can jump to any memory location for the next 

instruction 

 

 
 



 Relative Program Memory Addressing 

 The term relative means “relative to the IP” 

 See Fig.3.15 

 JMP instruction is a one-byte instruction with a one-byte or two-byte 

displacement that adds to the instruction pointer 

 Relative JMP and CALL instructions contain either an 8-bit or a 16-bit signed 

displacement that allows a forward memory reference or a reverse memory 

reference 

 

 
 Indirect Program Memory Addressing 

 Table 3.10 lists some acceptable indirect program jump instructions, which 

can use any 16-bit register, any relative register, and any re-lative register with 

a displacement 

 If a 16-bit register holds the address of a JMP instruction, the jump is near 

 If a relative register holds the address, the jump is also considered an indirect 

jump 

 

 
 

 



 Stack Memory-Addressing Modes 

 Stack holds data temporarily and stores return addresses for procedures 

o The stack memory is LIFO memory 

o Use PUSH instruction to place data onto stack 

o Use POP instruction to remove data from stack 

 The stack memory is maintained by two registers: SP or ESP, and SS 

o Study Fig.3.17 

o The PUSHA and POPA either push or pop all of the register, except the segment 

register, on the stack (see example 3.14) 

 

 
 

 
 



Data Movement Instructions 
 The MOV instruction introduces the machine language instructions available with 

various addressing modes and instructions 

 Opcode is the native binary code that the micro-processor understands and 

uses as its instructions to control its operation 

 See the format of the instructions in Fig. 4.1 

 

 
 

 

 The Opcode 

 
 The opcode selects the operation (addition, subtraction, move, etc) performed by the 

microprocessor 

 The opcode is either one or two bytes long for most machine language instructions 

(Fig.4.2) 

 

      D W 

 

 The first six bits of the first byte are the binary op-code 

 The remaining two bits indicate the direction (D) of the data flow and whether the 

data are byte or a word (W) 

 Refer to Fig.4.3 for the binary bit pattern of the second op-code byte (reg-mod-r/m) 

 



mod  reg   R/M   

 

 MOD field 
 The MOD field specifies the addressing mode (MOD) or the type of addressing 

for the selected instruction, and whether the displacement is present with the 

selected type (Table 4.1 and 4.2) 

  

TABLE 4-1 MOD field for the 16-bit 

instruction mode 

MOD Function 

 00 No displacement 

 01 8-bit sign-extended displacement 

 10 16-bit signed displacement 

 11 R/M is a register 

 

 

TABLE 4-2 MOD field for 

 the 32-bit instruction mode 

(80386-Pentium 4 only) 

MOD Function 

 00 No displacement 

 01 8-bit sign-extended displacement 

 10 32-bit signed displacement 



 11 R/M is a register 

 

 Distinguish the MOV AL, [DI]; MOV AL, [DI+2] and MOV AL, [DI+1000H] 

 

Register Assignments 

 
Table 4.3 lists the register assignments for the REG field and the R/M field 

(MOD=11) 

TABLE 4-3 REG and 

R/M (when MOD = 11) 

assignments 

Code W = 0 (Byte) W = 1 (Word) W = 1 ( Doubleword) 

 000 AL AX EAX 

 001 CL CX EAX 

 010 DL DX EDX 

 011 BL BX EBX 

 100 AH SP ESP 

 101 CH BP EBP 

 110 DH SI ESI 

 111 BH DI EDI 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 Examine the 8BECH binary instruction (Fig.4.4) 

  

Opcode  D W    MOD REG R/M 

1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1    1 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 

Opcode = MOV 

D = Transfer to register (REG) 

W = Word 

MOD = R/M is a register 

REG = BP 

R/M = SP 

           

FIGURE 4-4 The 8BEC instruction placed into bytes 1 and 2 formats from Figures 4-2 and 4-

3. This instruction is a MOV BP,SP  

 

R/M Memory Addressing 
 If the MOD field contains a 00, 01, or 10, the R/M field takes on a new meaning 

(Table 4.4) 

 

 



 Figure 4.5 illustrates the machine language version of the 16-bit instruction MOV 

DL,[DI] or instruction (8A15H) 

 

An Immediate Instruction 
 suppose the instruction MOV WORD PTR [BX +1000H], 1234H that moves 1234 

into the word-sized memory location addressed by the sum of 1000H, BX, and DS 

x 10H 

 The six byte instruction uses two bytes for the op-code, W, MOD, and R/M fields, 

two other bytes are the data of 1234H, and the last two are the displacement of 

1000H . See Fig.4.9 

 

 

 

Opcode  D W    MOD REG R/M 

1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0    0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 

Opcode = MOV 

D = Transfer to register (REG) 

W = Byte 

MOD = No displacement 

REG = DL 

R/M = DS:[DI] 

           

FIGURE 4-5 A MOV DL,[DI] instruction converted to its machine language form.  



Segment MOV Instructions 
 If the contents of a segment register are moved by the MOV, PUSH, or POP 

instructions, a special set of register bits (REG field) selects the segment 

register (see Table.4.6) 

 
 

 Figure 4.10 shows a MOV BX,CS instruction converted to binary 

 

 
 The op-code is different for the prior MOV 

 Segment registers can be moved between any 16-bit register or 16-bit memory 

location 

PUSH/POP 
 These are important instructions that store and retrieve data from the LIFO stack 

memory 

 There are six forms of the PUSH and POP instructions: register, memory, immediate, 

segment register, flags, and all registers 

PUSH 

 It transfer two or four bytes of data to the stack 

 PUSHA instruction copies the contents of the internal register set, except the 

segment registers to the stack 



 

 The PUSHA (push all) instruction copies the registers to the stack in the 

following order: AX, CX, DX, BX, SP, BP, SI, and DI 

 The PUSHF (push flags) instruction copies the content of the flag register to 

the flack 

 Figure 4.11 shows the operation of the PUSH AX  

 AX --> SS:[SP-1] = AH, SS:[SP-2] = AL, and afterward SP = SP - 2 

 Figure 4.12 illustrates the result of the PUSHA instruction 

 Table 4.7 lists the forms of the PUSH instruction 

 
 

 
 



 
 

POP 

 It performs the inverse operation of PUSH, i.e., removes data from the stack 

and places it into the target 16-bit register, or a 16-bit memory location 

 POPF (pop flags) removes 16-bit number from the stack and places it into the 

flag register 

 The POPFD removes 32-bit number from the stack & places it into the 

extended flag register 

 The POPA (pop all) removes 16-bit data from the stack and places it into the 

following registers in order: DI, SI, BP, SP, BX, DX, CX, and AX; this is a 

reverse order from the way they are placed on the stack by the PUSHA 

 Figure 4.13 shows how the POP BX removes data from stack into BX 

 Table 4.8 lists the op-codes used for the POP and all of its variations 

 

 



 

 
 

 

Initializing the Stack 
o If the stack area is initialized, load both the SS and SP registers; SS is normally 

designated with the bottom location of the stack segment 

o Fig.4.14 shows how the beginning of stack segment is formed and used in PUSH 

CX 

 

 
 

 

 

 


